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This thesis describes the design and performance of a high intensity electron 
injector for the SLAC Linear Collider. 

Motivation for the collider and the specifications for the injector are discussed. 
The specifications include: 

• Two electron bunches, ~5» na apart, 

• For each bunch, 5 x 10'° electrons captured in one accelerator RF cycle, 

• Bunch length and shape which result I n t i l S energy spectrum at a beam 
energy of 1.2 GeV, 

• Invariant transverse emittanc* in both x- and u-plancs no greater than 
3 x 10"' radian meters. 

An analytic theory of the bunching and capture of electrons by RF fields 
is discussed in the limit of low apace charge and small signal. The design and 
performance of SLAC'a main injector are described to illustrate a successful ap
plication of this theory. The bunching and capture ot electrons by RF fields are 
then discussed in the limit of high space charge and large signal, and a description 
of the design of the collirl ..ijcctor follows. 

In the limit of high space charge forces and large RF signals, the beam dy
namics are considerably more complex and numerical simulations are required 
to predict particle rooli- n- A computer code which models the longitudinal dy
namics of electrons in the presence of space charge and RF fields is described. 
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The results of the simulations, the resulting collider Injector design and the 
various components which make up the collider injector are described. These 
include the gun, eubharmonic bunchers, traveling-wave buncher and vclocily-of-
light accelerator section. Finally, the performance of the Injector is described 
including the beam intensity, bunch length, transverse emiltance and energy 
spectrum. 

While the final operating conditions differ somewhat from the design, the 
performance of the collider injector Is in good agreement with the numerical 
simulations and meets all of the collider specifications. 
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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION 

This thesis describes the design and performance of a high current, two-
bunch electron injector. The injector it part of SLAC'i new accelerator facility, 
the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC), in which SO GeV electrons will be incident 
on SO GeV positrons. The resulting 100 GeV in the center of mass will enable 
particle physicists to explore the spectroscopy of the 2" particle, as well as to 
investigate other physics. 

Traditionally, colliding b u m ttorage rings have been (he mainstay of e+e~ 
physics. Particles stored in storage rings lose energy to synchrotron radiation at 
a rate proportional to the fourth power of energy, 

encroy lost to suncArotron radiation 7' , 
i^a " « f") 

where 7 it the normalized energy of the particle and R is the mean magnetic ra
dius of the storage ring. To minimize the combined costs of capital and operating 
expenses, one normally chootes ft ct -j*. Thus the RF power needed to replace 
energy lost to synchrotron radiation it proportional to I 1 . In linear colliders, 
losses due to synchrotron radiation are negligible. Both capital and operating 
(i.e., RF power) coats increase linearly with increasing energy. Figure 1.1 it a 
sketch or cost versus energy for ttorage rings and linear colliders. At some beam 
energy (though the exact energy it a matter of debate) linear colliders become 
more cost effective than ttorage rings. 

The luminosity of colliding beam facilities can be expressed as 

L _ fN-N* = fN-N* 



Storoge Rings 
Linear Colliders 

Construction 
a 

Operating 
Costs 

12-66 
6 3 1 5 A 9 6 Collision Energy 

Fig. 1.1. Scaling or cost varans center-of-masa energy 
for storage rings and linear colliders. 
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where 
/ =v number of beam collisions/second 

N~ — number ol electrons In a bunch 
JV+ = number of positrons in a bunch 

'»(<») = transverseemittance in horizontal (vertical) plane 
0,{Pi) = heta function of the focusing lattice in the horizontal 

(vertical) plane at the interaction point, 
^ ( " t ) = Vf*Pi (\AW») = horiiontal (vertical) ran radius 

of a Gaussian bunch. 

In the left-hand column of Table 1.1 the components contributing to the PEP 
storage ring luminosity are listed. In the right-hand column the specifications 
for achieving the design luminosity of the SIC are given. Note first that the 
frequency or beam collisions at PEP Is approximately 4 x 10 s per second. In 
contrast, the frequency of beam collisions In the SLC is limited by the repetition 
rate of the linac, which la at most ISO pps. Note also that the PGP bunches 
contain 3 x 10" electrons or positrons per bunch, These bunches are made by 
"stacking'' pulses from the linac. In the SLC, each linac electron bunch collides 
once with a positron bunch and is lost. The pre-SLC linac could produce and 
accelerate only 10* electrons and 10* positrons per bunch. These two effects 
combine to produce a loss or luminosity on the order of 2 x 10°. As shown In 
Table 1.1, the loss in luminosity Is recovered by Increasing n, the number of 
electrons or positrons produced and accelerated in each bunch, by decreasing the 
transverse emittanre of the beam in both planes, and by decreasing the value of 
the 0 function of the focusing lattice at the interaction point. The center column 
of Table 1.1 lists the major systems necessary to achieve each improvement in 
luminosity. 
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Table 1.1. Comparison of achieved luminosity at FEP 
with design tuminoiity •< SLC. 

PEP (Attuned) 
Systems Neceuary to 
Achieve Satisfactory 

Luminosity 
SLC (Specified) 

N+N-f „ 2 x 10" 
Oo- 1 — cm'jcc 

I - N*N~J g t x 1 0 M 

4no* cm'sec 

Jtf" = 3 x 10" 
1 x 10V 

New Electron Source 

euneA 
from linac Linac Upgrade 

JV+ = 3 x 10' 
1 x 10'e* 

New Positron Source 

bunch from linac Linac Upgrade 

JV" = 5 X 10'° 
5 x 1 0 ' V 

tanch 

AT+ = 6 x lO 1 0 

8 x l O ' V 
tunc A 

/ t«10' B t a m C r M l i n a * 
tee 

5 « m Creningi 
etc / t«10' B t a m C r M l i n a * 

tee 
5 « m Creningi 

etc 

9,a, ;s 1A x 10"* cm1 o* «= * x 10"' cm' 

1 i , s l x 10"* rad m 
V , a S x 10"* rad m 

Damping Rings 
-^ #*» 

Linac Upgrade 

l ^ s l x 10"' rad m 
It, = 3 x 10"' rad m 

P. = 2.7 m Final Focus A = .013 m 
/), « .11 m 0, = .013 m 

SLAC'a linear collider it thown in schematic form In Fig. 1.2. A detailed 
diicutsion of the design apecificationa and ayitem description! can be found in 
Reft. 1 and 2. For our purposes, it it sufficient to give' a brief description of the 
•SLC ao that the specifications of the electron injector can be placed In a proper 
context. 

The SLC consist* of 

• A high current electron injector, 

• Two small storage rings to damp the beams' transverse emittances, 

• A high current positron source, 

• An extensively upgraded linac, 

• The collider area, and 

t The final focus. 

It U Instructive to describe one complete cycle of collider operation.' 

1. The electron injector produces two bunches, ~S9 nt apart. 

2. The bunches are accelerated through the first 100 meters of the accel
erator, gaining energy to 1.21 GeV. 

3. The bunches enter the north damping ring where their transverse phase 
apace is reduced by a factor of ten in S.S ms. 

4. The electron bunches are extracted from the ring, their bunch lengths 
compressed, and reinjected into the linac. 

5. The two bunches are accelerated through approximately 1800 meters 
of linac gaining energy to 33 GeV. 

6. The second electron bunch is diverted by a fast kicker and strikes the 
positron target (on the lint two cycles of operation, the first c~ bunch 
is wasted). 

7. Positronsof energy 2-20 MeV are captured and accelerated to 200 MeV. 
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Posilron 
Beom Dump' 

Positron Beam 
Transport 

0.2 GeV Acceltrator 

Potllron 
Production Targtt 

55 CeV Electron -
Beam Transport 

II 
• 50 GeV Accelerator 

Electron Damping / I p Potllron Damping 

• 0.2 GiV Positron 
Bttim Transport 

1.0 GeV Accelerator 

0.2 GeV Accelerator 

£ym Electron Source 

OVERALL SLC LAYOUT 

Fig.1.2. Schematic diagram of the SLAC Linear Collider. 

8. The positrons are bent through 180° and transported back to the front 
of the tinac, then bent through another 180° and injected Into the Hnat. 

9. Almost simultaneously the electron injector produces two more bunches 
of electrons and the three bunches are accelerated to 1.21 GeV. 

10. The positron bunch enters the south damping ring where its transverse 
emittance damps for 11 ms (two machine pulses at 180 pps). Meanwhile 
the electron hughes enter the north damping ring and are damped for 
5.5 ms. 

11. After the G.S ma the t w o e - bunches are extracted and steps 4 through 
10 are repeated. The e* bunch ao generated enters the south damping 
ring in a bucket on the opposite side or the ring from the first positron 
bunch. 

12. The first t* bunch (now fully damped) is extracted from the south 
damping ring S.5 ma later. The two e~ bunches are extracted from the 
north damping ring and all three bunches are accelerated) the first two 
bunches to 50 GeV. 

13. The positron bunch is deflected into the south arc, the first t~ bunch 
Into the north arc and the two collide at the interaction point where 
interesting physics ia hopefully produced. The bunches are then dis
carded. The second <~ bunch is deflected at the 33 GeV point to 
produce the next positron bunch. 

H. The cycle is repeated. 

The goal of the collider injector is to prepare a high-intensity electron bunch 
whose ilx-dimenstonal emiltanee at the end or Sector 1 is within the damping 
ring acceptance. The sin-dimensional damping ring acceptance la summarized in 
Table 12. The invariant transverse beam emittsnce in both the z and y planes 
must be no greater than 3 x 10"* radian-meters. The energy acceptance of the 
damping ring is ±1%. 
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Since the damping rlnf operate! at the fourth aubharmonic of the llnac fre
quency, it ia possible for the ring to capture two electron bunchea accelerated by 
adjacent RF crests in the linac. However, in the linac the aecond bunch sees *'g-
nificantly different accelerating field* from the firat. Should this difference exceed 
±1%, the two bunches would not fit within the damping ringa energy acceptance. 

Table 1.2. Damping ring acceptance. 

«» < 3 x 10T* radian meters (invariant) 

<» < 3 x 10"' radian meters (invariant) 

£ = 1.21 GeV 

&E[E < ±1% 
Bunch length < 20 cm 

To estimate the energy spread between two adjacent bunches, we write the 
power per unit length extracted from the linac by the first bunch aa 

dl dt (1.3) 

where 
V = energy/unit length stored in the linac, 
o = electron charge, and 
E — electric field. 

Th( electric field across a linac cavity as a function of energy stored per unit 
length ia given by 

where 

E* = u ^- V 

u - frequency of the RF fields, and 
r/Qo = shunt impedance of the accelerating structure. 

<M) 

Combining (1.3) and (1.4) we have 

t% = t«fi 
integrating we have 

where Q|Snca = total charge in the first t~ bunch. Rearranging and substituting 
E = y/u{r/Qo)V we see that the change In the field aeen by the second bunch 
due to energy extracted by the firat bunch ia 

£ f i i = 5 w r i o < ? ' " " c * 
where we have assumed that the .ime between bunchea is small compared to 
the filling time of the structure, but large enough that the higher order modes 
induced by the firat bunch have lost coherence. Thia effect Is known as be«m 
loading. 

For SLAC'a accelerator structure, r/t?o = 4.4 Ml/meter. For c?t,»t» = 
2.5 X 1 0 , 0 « -

EBL = .1* 7— 
mtitr 

The field gradient necessary to achieve 1.21 GeV at the damping ring ia EAcc = 
13.9 MeV/meter. Thus the change in field aeen by the second bunch Is 

£BL - I 8 - i a « 
E-.cc " 13.« " 

Given a 1.2% energy difference between the two bunches, for both to fall within 
the damping ring energy acceptance, each must have an internal energy spread 
no greater than ±0.4%. Aa we shall later see, ±0.4% la an unrealistic upper limit 
on the bunchn' internal energy spread. 
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Beam loading occurs within a single bunch an well as between bunches. A.i 
discussed in Chapter 2, we can mitigate beam loading in a single bunch by cap
turing the bunch forward of *he RF crest. Using this technique, we can achieve 
an acceptable energy spread at the entrance to the damping ring provided we 
capture all 5 x 10 1 0 electrons into a tingle RF cycle. 

The acceptable longitudinal phase spread of the bunch at the end of the 
injector Is limited not by the phase acceptance of the damping ring but by the 
fact that the phase spread and shape of the bunch determine the energy spread 
at the entrance to the damping rings. 

We can now summarise the specifications of the collider injector. The speci

fications include: 

t Two electron bunches, ~50 ns apart, 

• Tor each bunch, 5 x 10 1 0 electrons captured In one accelerator RF cycle, 

• Bunch length and.shape which result In a ±1% energy spectrum at a beam 
energy of 1.2 GeV, 

• Invariant transverse emittanee In both the z and y planes no greater than 

3 x 10~* radian meter. 

This thesis is concerned with the problem of the longitudinal capture or high 

space charge single bunches. 

In Section 2.1, we discuss an analytic theory of bunching and capture of 
electrons by RF fields in the low space charge, small signal limit. We review 
Miller'a1'8 design of SLAC's first Injector to Illustrate a successful application or 
the theory. 

In Section 2.2 we discuss the design of the collider Injector, emphasizing that 
the design arose from considering the high sps<:e charge, large signal case ss a 
perturbation of SLAC's successful solution to the low space charge, small signal 
bunching problem. 

10 

In the collider injector, space charge forces and large RF signals greatly com
plicate the beam dynamics. We must numerically simulate the beam dynamics 
to have confidence in our design strategy. In Section 2.3 we discuss a com
puter code which models the longitudinal dynamics of electrons in the presence 
of space charge and RF fields. In order to design a simple, one-dimensional 
model of the longitudinal beam dynamics, we make certain assumptions about 
the radial extent of the beam. In Section 2.4 we discuss radial focusing of the 
beam to achieve a stable beam radius throughout a given region. In addition, 
we present an approximate calculation which demonstrates that in this design a 
smaller longitudinal emittance results In transverse emittance growth. 

In Section 3.1 we describe the components which make up the collider injector 
Including the gun, subharmonlc bunchers, traveling-wave buncher and velocity-
oMight accelerator section. In Section 3,2 we compare the performance of the 
injector to its calculated performance. While the final operating conditions difTer 
somewhat from the design, the performance is in good agreement with the numer
ical simulation and meets all of the collider specifications. Finally, in Section 3.3 
we discuss radial emittance measurements and compare them to the expected 
emittance. 

t 



CHAPTER 2. 
DESIGN OF CID, THE COLLIDER INJECTOR 

2.1 BUNCHING IN THE LOW SPACE CHARGE LIMIT 

2.1.1 Low Space Charge Beam Dynamic! 

Before discussing longitudinal bunching in the preaence of large apace charge 
forcei, it ii instructive to review the dynamic! or bunching in the low apace 
charge limit. In both caaei the problem ia the same: a continuous itream of low 
energy electrons must be bunched into a small fraction of one RF wavelength. 
Each bunch must then be captured onto the accelerating RF wave. Our actual 
problem of longitudinal bunching in the presence of large space charge forces is 
considerably more complex than its low space charge counterpart, and computer 
simulations are necessary give us confidence in our design strategy. Because 
the Collider Jnjecti r Development (CID) design arose from considering the high 
current case aa a perturbation of SLAC'a auccessful solution to the tow apace 
charge bunching problem, a somewhat detailed discussion of buncher design In 
the low space charge limit is appropriate. 

For low apace charge beams, designers often employ tapered loaded waveg
uides with variable phase velocities and field strengths to accomplish bunching, 
but ispered waveguides must be "custom tailored* to specific initial parameters 
and desired output. Another approach ia to design a bunching system where 
bunching and capture are accomplished by a series of constant phase velocity, 
constant field strength structures. This approach is more robust as the phases 
and field strengths of each component can be varied independently to compen
sate for minor design or fabrication errors and to optimize bunching over a range 
of gun voltages, klystron powers and waveguide temperatures. SLAC's low cur
rent injector designed by Miller4'' uses three bunching elements, a "gap-end-
drirt" prebuncher, a traveling-wave buncher with phase velocity less than e and 
a traveling-wave capture region whose velocity equals c. 

1Z 

With certain aimplifying assumptions, we can derive analytic expressions for 
the z position and energy of electrons traversing these three structures. These 
expressions lead to longitudinal phase space plots which give considerable physi
cal insight into the bunching process. The analysis presented here uses Dime's* 
approach and notation The same equations are derived and discussed In Slater1 

and Chu.* 

In the "gap-and-dtift* buncher, a continuous stresm of electrons passes 
through a gap in a resonant structure excited by a sinusoidally time-dependent 
electric field [see Fig. (2.1)]. For the salce of simplicity we assume that the field 
across the gap is constant in space and purely sinusoidal in time, i.e., no higher 
order harmonica contribute to the Geld. Then the change in energy of each elec
tron aa it traverses the gap ia given by 

A-jmoe1»» ( - c £ s i n f o ) A t j 1 ( 

or 

*-!(#) = - a s i n a o e W (2.1) 

Where 
mo = electron rest mass 

e = electron charge 
e = velocity of light 
7 = total energy/moe* = normalized electron energy 
£ = peak electric field in resonant structure 

$o = - u t = where w is the resonant frequency of the structure 
(( = 0 at the field null) 

A j , . , = length of gap in resonant structure 
a = e£A/moc' = normalized electric field 

( , , , = Az,„/A = normalized length of gap 
A = 2 i e/u = free space wave length of the field 
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic of gap-and-drift prebuneher. 
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Electrons which reach the gup when ut < 0 are decelerated while electrons 
which arrive at the gap when ut > O gain energy. As the electrons traverse the 
drift space following the gap, they bunch around the electrons which crossed the 
gap at t = 0. For peak gap voltages small compared to the initial electron energy, 
the normalized electron momentum can be approximated as 

P < » ) = P D ( l - ^ f , . , . . n # j (2.2) 

where 
P = Vl' - 1 = normaliied momentum 

TO. Po = Initial normalised energy and momentum 
of the dc electrons. 

Figure 2.2 is a plot of the longitudinal phase space in the gap-and-drift 
buncher. The horizontal axis Is # = - u i where t is the difference In time between 
the arrival at a given * of the reference particle, which crosses the gap at #o — 0, 
and the arrival at the same * of another electron which crosses the gap at some 
other $g. The vertical axis is 7, normalized energy of the electron. The vertical 
lines represent the change In energy, Af(#), across the gap; an impulse function 
is assumed Tor simplicity. After the gap, electron trajectories are represented by 
the horizontal lines, as 11s independent of I in the drift space. As the electrons 
traverse the drift space, I changes as 

•M-**!r(i-i) • 

S-ti-J) M 

In differential form we have 

A» 
A i 

IS 
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Fig. 2.2. Gap-and-drift prebuncher phase apace (Irom Dome'). 
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where 

{ = a/A = normallied distance beyond the gap 
0 = v/c •= normalised electron velocity 

00 = initial normalized velocity of the dc electron!. 

For each particle travening (he gap-and-drift buncher, we can integrate 
Eq. 2.3 to find I as a function of £ along the drift apace. In Fig. 2.3, we illus
trate the bunching properties of the gap-and-drift prebuncher using an initially 
uniform stream of electron! with P = .5. The curve labeled { = 0 shows the 
phase and energy of the particles immediately following the gap with peak volt
age c c ( ( a r = .02. Pal l ida traversing the gap at »o = -60° have the highest 
energy, while particles traversing the gap at +90° have the lowest. After drifting 
one free space wavelength, the positions of the particles in phase space are given 
by the curve labeled ( = 1.0. We see that the particles which traversed the gap 
at to = -00° now have I = -45*. After drifting 1.8 free-space wavelengths, the 
particles with to = - M ° have overtaken the particle which traversed the gap at 
tq - 0. At { = l . t , electrons Initially occupying — 240° of phase are bunched 
into - 70° of phase. 

Now let us consider the bunching properties of • traveling-wave structure. 
Again, assume for simplicity that the accelerating wave Is a sinusoidal traveling 
wave with phase velocity 0U and that higher space harmonics present can be 
neglected. At a given x along the waveguide, electrons gain energy per unit 
length given by 

it 

or 

% = -as ln* (2.4) 

where 
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Pig. 2.3. Constant { curves in phase apace Tor a gap-and-drift prebuncher with 
00 = 0.5, a(,.r = .02. The ( = 0 curve represents the phases and energies 
of the particles Immediately downstream of the RF voltage gap. The { = 1.8 
curve represents the phases of the same particles 1.8 wavelengths downstream. 
Considerable bunching has occurred. 

IS 

» = -w«, 

( = difference in time between the arrival of the traveling 
wave phase null at a given z and the arrival of the 
electron at the same z, and 

( — z/A = normalised distance along the axis of the buncher. 

The variation in phase per unit length of the electrons Is given by 

Equations (2.4) and (2.S) can be combined to yield 

( -3 . - ) dn = - o s i n ( 2 » | - 7 = L = ) d - | = -asinS (iB - . (2.8) 

For the present discussion we have assumed that the phase velocity 0m and 
the Raid strength a are constant In the traveling-wave structure. For 0m and a 
constant we can Integrate Eq. (2.8) to yield 

£ - (7» -!)'/> = ± co, l + H (2.7) 

•where H Is a constant of integration. Since we are Interested in longitudinal 
phase space plots, tt Is useful to rewrite Eq. (2.7) in terms or the normalised 
momentum p = \/i7 — 1 = 01. Equation (2.7) yields 

l E l + » l ^ - p - i « o . # + /7 . (2.8) 
0 . 2* 

To solve for the constant In Eq. (2.8) let us define a new function 

w = ( E l + i ! ^ _ D = £ c o , , + H . ( 2 . 8 a ) 

Let us also define * m as the value of t when y is at its minimum. The value 
of p corresponding to the minimum value of u is given by 
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* /j-„,/p»Ti 

Subitituting p = -j/J we have 

- ^ - - 1 = 0 or /} = &, 
PiuTI 

Thu> the minimum value of y occurs when p = -|„/7« where 7W ii the energy of 
an electron aynchronoui with the traveling-wave 

7«,ft» 2* 

Subtracting Eq. (2.0) from (2.6) and writing -t*0m = p„ we have 

< ^ _ > = ; ^ o . , - < c , , m , . , 2.,o) 
Pw Pu « * 

Equation (2.10) ii plotted in Fig. 2.4 for ft, < 1. The plot shows the trajec
tories of electron! in longitudinal phase space. At the coiine b an even function, 
all orbiti are symmetric about the line f « 0. Curvea labeled u represent un
bound orblte (i.e., electron* not captured by the wave) while curve* labeled • 
repretent bound orbits. The bound elections follow cloied pathi about the point 
# = 0, p = p„, I.e., in real apace the boun.il electrons oscillate about the traveling-
wave field null. Electron! going ilower thun the wave (lower right quadrant) lose 
energy (arid velocity) until they fall behind the phase null (I = 0). They then 
begin to gain energy (lower left quadrant) until they are synchronous with the 
wave (p = p w , I — -'m). They continue lo gain energy and velocity (upper left 
quadrant) until they pass the phase null (t = 0). They then lose energy (upper 
right quadrant) until they are slower than the synchronous velocity, and the cy
cle begins again. For each bound orbit, #,„ is the maximum phase excursion and 
occurs when p — pm. 
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P=PwH-X-

Fig. 2.4. Constant phase velocity buncher phase apace for />«, < 1 
(from Dome*). 
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While Fig. 2.4 nicely illustrates the orbits of bound electrons in phase space, 
it gives us no insight into the rate at which various electrons execute their orbits. 
Dome" has shown that Tor a <c *0«,/2i» one can derive an analytic expression 
for f as a function of {. The actual derivation is laborious but the results are in
formative. The dashed lines of Fig. 2.6 are the bound orbit* of Fig. 2.4. Electrons 
leaving the gun can be represented as • monoenergetic beam evenly distributed 
along the a-axis. If the initial electron energy is j = t „ at the entrance to the 
buncher (( = 0), the electrons will be continuously distributed along the » = p„ 
axis of Fig. 2.5. As the electrons traverse the waveguide, they sweep out the con
stant ( curves (solid lines) of Fig. 2.5. The density of electrons as a function of 
phase Is not constant as the points at -180", 0°, and +180" are fixed. Figure 2.5 
nicely illustrates the bunching properties of a 0m < 1 traveling-wave buneher In 
the limit of low space charge and small velocity modulation (a /2* < Pmllm)-

Now let us consider the motion of electrons In the presence of a traveling-
wave with /?„ = 1. Equation (2.10) is still valid, but the bound orbits in phase 
space are no longer closed curves. As electrons gain energy, they asymptotically 
approach the velocity of the wave and asymptotically approach tm- Since infinite 
momentum would be needed to achieve 0 = 0m, which corresponds to I = # m , it 
is customary to write tm — t„ and Eq. (2.10) becomes 

<y + l > " , - p = £ ( c o s # - c o . « „ ) (2.11) 

or 

= — (coaf-cos*,,,) • (2.11a) 

Equation (2.11) is plotted in Fig. 2.6. Again curves labeled u represent unbound 
orbits while curves labeled b are bound orbits. As in the 0m < 1 case, the 
curves are symmetric about » = 0. Unlike the 0m < 1 case, the electrons do 
not oscillate about the wave null, since it is not possible for electrons to reach 

\i+0 
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Fig. 2.5. Bunching in a traveling-wave structure. The dashed 
curves are the phase space orbits of the individual particles. The 
solid horizontal line represents a continuous monoonergetlc beam 
at the entrance to the buncher with 0o - 0*,. The solid curves 
show the phase space occupied by the beam at seven locations on 
the z axis. 
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Pig. 2.6. Constant phase velocity capture region phase space 
Iftu = 1). Particles initially ahead of the phase null are de
celerated, eventually falling behind the null where they u e 
accelerated. Since 0W = 1, they can never achieve a velocity 
greater than the wave. 
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or exceed the speed of the wave. Instead, electrona in each orbit approach the 
synchronous velocity ft = 1 at fa, tor that orbit. The electrons are aaid to be 
"captured" by the RF wave. 

For t > 10, ft does not change significantly as 7 increases, and bunching by 
velocity modulation due to the RF wave Is no longer feasible. Thus the position 
of an electron in phase space as it enters the velocity-of-light structure determiner 
its final phase, and therefore, its energy. 

In the tow space charge limit, the electron energy at the end of the accelerator 
is nearly proportional to sin too-* Figure 2.7 suggests that the best spectrum is 
obtained if the asymptotic phases of the electrons, t x , fall within a narrow range 
around s\» = -90*. To see this quantitatively, note that for electrons with the 
same initial momentum and entrance angles clustered near #0, Eq. (2.11) yields 

— tmloadtta 5= -tintadlo 

A#„=!inM*!> . (2.12) 
sin #o, 

Thus the narrowest spread in final >ha*e will occur for electrons whose entrance 
angles are very near aero and whi . asymptotic angles are near -60°. For the 
entrance angle #0 = 0 Eq. (2.11a) yields 

a \1 + ) «•* - - • -£ . /£{ ("3) 

where ^ is the asymptotic phase of particle with #0 = 0. 

Figure 2.8 is a sketch of the phase space orbits for particles which will be 
captured at the extreme phases of the Anal bunch. Particles on the upper curve, 

Taie iiiuniH, o? count, last later accclcretor section! are in pbue with the capture regies 
RF. 
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Fig. 2.8. Capture region admittance. Initial phase apace which 
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which include the point A (t0 = 0, p - p.) have asymptotic phase l ^ . Particles 
on the lower curve, which includes points &(0o K ~*'masi 

p = p.) and C(# 0 = 
'mmP = P<) have aiymptotic phase -180* - <£,. Note that all electron! with 
the initial momentum p = p, will have asymptotic p h u t ! behind *2o- To capture 
the most particlea within an allowed energy apread, &E/E, 1%, ahould be forward 
of the RF crest (-00°) (see Fig. 2.7) and satisfy th« equation 

l - ( - . i » * * , ) = M . (2.14) 

i 
Assuming the desired AB/E <c 1 (it will usually be .01 or less), Eq. (2.14) yields 

(2.1S) 

Substituting into Eq. (2.13) we have 

From Eq. 2.13 we see that for a given initial $, 1°, Is determined solely by the 
value of a. Thus, to capture the most electrons within the allowed energy spread, 
A £ / £ , we must choose a such that 

2* M- ™ • W 
Figure 2.9 is a plot of the optimum values of a versus initial normalized 

electron velocity for AE/E = .01. We lee that for low initial values of 0, high 
fields are needed in the capture region to obtain adequate bunching and spectrum. 

From Fig. 2.6 we see that all electrons whose final phases are between #£, and 
-x-1%, will have the desired final energies. The extreme initial phase extents, 
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Fig. 2.0. Field strength in capture region necessary for optimum 
bunching of electrons with initial energy A> into a bunch with 
AE/E = 0.01 (from Darne*). 
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i r „ , have final phase t„ = -*~ #°,. Using Eq«. (2.11a), (2.13) and (Z.15), we 
find 

»m.> = C M - 1 ( l - 2 ™ * * , ) 

— •^-•v-g-J 
Aa the tolerance on final energy spread tighteni, the acceptable phase extent 

of incoming electrons grows smaller. 

The preceding discussion |Eqs. (2.12) through (2.18)) waa limited to electron! 
with the aame incident energy, namely thoae electrons with • = P., In Fig. 2.8. 
In general, electrons entering a veloclty-oT-llght structure will already have un
dergone some velocity modulation In a gap-and-drllt or fim < 1 traveling-wave 
buncher. From the aame figure we we that all particles whose orbits lie between 
b, and t | hare asymptotic phase* between #£, and - * - • * , , and thus fall within 
the acceptable Anal spectrum. In particular, If we superimpose the constant ( 
curvet of Figs. 1.3 and 2.S onto Fig. 2.8 (see Figs. 2.10(a) and 2.10(b)], we see 
that It Is sometimes possible to match the longitudinal emittance of the 0* < I 
structure directly to the admittance of the 0m = 1 capture region. The best 
matching (I.e., the most current within the allowed energy spread) between the 
buncher emittance and the capture region admittance occurs when the fold-over 
points A and B of the ( curves lie close to the *» curve. 

Dome' has calculated that proper matching of fo = .S electrons from either 
a drift-and-gap or a Pm < 1 traveling-wave buncher to the 0m = 1 capture region 
results In the capture or greater than 70% of the Initially continuous stream of 
electrons into a spectrum of 1%. 

If the desired Anal phase extent (and resulting energy spread) it quite small, 
&E/E < 0.01, problems arise In matching the emittance of either buncher dis
cussed above directly to the admittance of the capture region. From Eq. (2.14) 
and Fig. 2.8 we see that as the required final energy spread narrows, the sdmlt-
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( 0 ) 

(b) 

Fig. 2.10. (a) A constant ( curve of Fig. Z.3 (the gap-and-drift buncher) su
perimposed on the phase space orbits of the 0W - 1 capture region, (b) A 
constant { curve of Fig. 2.5 (the 0W < 1 travellng-wavebuncher) superimposed 
on the-phase space orbits of the /?«,= ! capture region. 
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tance of the capture region growi smaller in both phase and momentum extent; 
u 'm« decrease!, p. - p, alto decreases. 

It i» clear from Figt. 2.3 and 2.5 that bunching of a dc beam due to a sinu
soidal field is inherently nonlinear. It is not possible to make the resulting bunch 
arbitrarily short while retaining significant current. As the acceptable final phase 
extent of the beam shrinks, less and less current from the buncher fits Into the 
capture region admittance. 

In order to have a narrow spectrum without unduly low currents, we can cap
ture more electrons into the final phase extent if we use an intermediate bunching 
element to match the emittance of the prebuncher to the admittance of the cap
ture region. Lichtenberg' suggested the use of impedv.ce matching concepts for 
matching beam emittances to machine admittances in longitudinal phase space. 
He defined the "impedance" as the ratio of the momentum extent of the bunch 
to its phase extent in longitudinal phase space. This concept led Miller1 to the 
idea of matching the emittance of the prebuncher to the admittance of the accel
erator with a fiu < 1 traveling-wave buncher used as a quarter-wave transformer. 
Figure. 2.11 illustrates the principle of the quarter-wave transformer. In general, 
the prebuncher emittance has a relatively large phase extent and small momen
tum extent. The capture region admittance has smaller phase extent and larger 
momentum extent. We choose the phase velocity 0w of the buncher such that 
00 < 0u> < !• Electrons from the prebuncher with mean momentum po are in
jected at the phase null. After a quarter of a cycle in phase apace, the buncher 
has traniformed the initially large phase extent (small momentum extent) into 
a smaller phase extent (and larger momentum extent). The electrons have also 
gained energy. 

To find the optimum characteristics of the quarter-wave transformer, it is 
useful .to circumscribe the final prebuncher cmittancc with the ellipse at the 
bottom of Fig. 2.11. The ellipse has principal axes #i = (c — d)/2 and pi = 
(a - 1 ) / 2 and area xfjpi. Given that the initial phase extent #j is appreciably 
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Fig. 2.11. Beam emittance at the end of the prebuncher mapped into the beam 
emittance at the entrance to the catpure region is accomplished by a quarter-
wave transformation in a 0m < 1 traveling-wavestructure. (a) Beam emittance 
at the entrance to the buncher circumscribed by ellipse a, c, b, d. (b) Beam 
emiltsnce at the end of the buncher circumscribed by ellipse a', c', b\ a". 
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smaller than 180° and that pi «c p w -po , we can assume that the mapping of the 
prebuncher er 'ttance ellipse from one region or phase space to another docs not 
distort the ellipse appreciably. As the ellipse moves through one-quarter of a cycle 
in the buncher, phase space points a, h. e, and d are mapped to points «', b\ e', if. 
All points within the prebuncher ellipse (Fig. 2.11a) are mapped Into the capture 
region ellipse (2.11b), with principal axes #j = (a' - V)/2 and pj = (<f - c')/2. 
Note from Fig. 2.11 that the beam ellipse rotates about the particle initially at 
the point (0, po) which moves in orbit *o to the point ( - '» , p„) a quarter-cycle 
later. Assuming phase space orbits *o, i, and J> are similar curves, 

Pm - P o 
l - ' i l -

Defining Pi=p„-fo and rearranging, we have 

»-»=pi7|(l*'l-l« ,l) 

»-2* . 
Similarly, we find 

if - e' e - d 

or 

—8* 

(2-10) 

(2.20) 

From Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) the conditions for mapping the prebuncher emittance 
to the capture region admittance are 

P3»3 = Pi»l (2.21) 

and 

«t V» l»3 ' ' 
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From Eq. (2.21) we see that the areas of the prebuncher and capture region 
ellipses must be equal. Any decrease in the phase extent of the beam results in 
momentum spread growth by the same factor. From Eq. (2.22) we see that the 
buneher orbit eltipticity p i / ' i must be the geometric mean of pi/li and pz/fs to 
match the prebuncher emittance to the capture region admittance, as would be 
expected by the analogy with transmission line matching. 

2.1.2 Design or the SLAC Main Injector 

To Illustrate the previous discussion let us examine the design of SLAC's low 
current Injector"1'5 (see Fig. 2.12). A continuous stream of electrons from the gun 
are bunched in a gap-and-drift prebuncher. The beam from the prebuncher is 
Injected Into a 0m — .75 traveling-wave buncher used as a quarter-wave trans
former. Electrons then enter a standard SLAC accelerator section, the Srst 30 cm 
of which acts as the capture region. 

The SLAC Injector was designed with an electron gun voltage of 80 kV. At 
this voltage the gun could be housed in a reasonably small space without oil 
or high dielectric strength gas needed as an insulator, allowing easy access for 

' troubleshooting and repair. As is evident from Fig. 2.9, the capture of electrons 
with mean energy of 80 kV (and mean velocity 0Q = .5) requires electric fields in 
the capture region of 210 kV/em. Supplying such Melds to a SLAC three-meter 
accelerator section would require more power than an early SLAC klystron could 
produce. Therefore, the buncher was designed with 0o < f3w < 1 to accelerate 
the beam while matching the phase space ellipse from prebuncher to capture 
region, Early SLAC klystrons could comfortably produce fields of 130 kV/cm in 
a SLAC accelerator section which corresponds to or = 2.7 in the capture region. 
From Fig. 2.0 we see that the best capture will occur If electrons enter the capture 
region with mean velocity P = .75. The traveling-wavebuncher was consequently 
designed with this phase velocity. 
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The field strength in the buncher was chosen to match the prebuncher emit-
tance lo th;. capture region admittance. The capture region admittance was 
determined by the deiired final phase (which determine! final spectrum). For 
a desired final bunch length of 4' (svhich would yield better than 0.1% energy 
spread in the absence of gun voltage or klystron phase jitter), Eq. (2,18) yields 

'•MI = #a = coi- ,(I-2cocBB' ,) = 21.5' . (2.23) 

As shown by Dor. :• (see Fig. 2.3, bold constant ( = 1.8 curve), a gapmd-
drift prebuncher ctn bunch approximately 70S? of a dc beam into 75°. Thus the 
buncher must come ress the phase extent by a factor of 1.7, The admittance of the 
capture region is il nitrated in Fig. 2.8. All particles which lie In orbits between 
l>, and bt will lie wiihln the allowed energy spectrum at the end of the accelerator 
section. At a practical matter, the most useful region of this admittance is the 
cup-shaped region boundtd by the line p = p, on top and the curve 6j on the 
bottom. We can calculate the maximum momentum acceptance of this region, 
?Pi = F* - n- ft" ">« point (0, p.), Eq. 2.11 yields 

«. - (P. + 1)'" - P. = £ (1 " cot C) ( " M 

where we have reintroduced the function y = (pj + l) 1^ 1 - p, from Eq. 2.8a. 
Solving for p. we have 

p .= > ^ (>* . ) 

For the point (0,1 ) , Eq. 2.11 yields 

Again, solving for pi yields 

ft = !fj£ . (2.2<rJ) 
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For #*, = -88° and a = 2.7 

2PJ = J>. - ft = 0 1 0 < 2 M ) 

From Eq. (2.21) wo know that a. factor of 1.7 compression of phase extent will 
result In a factor of 1.7 increase in momentum extent. Thus the prebuncher 
momentum extent 2pi should be no more than 0.06. This requires a prebuncher 
gap voltage of no more than 7.8 kV. To achieve a TS° bunch, the drift space 
following the gap at 8 kV should be 38 cm. 

At this point, only a In the buncher h undetermined. From Eq. (2.10), we 
can And the final phases of the particle* which enter the buncher at a and e of 
Fig. 2.11, as these particles move to the buncher emlttance phase extrema, t„ 
and t„ - It)- Specifically, Eq. (2.10) yields for the particle Initially at a with 
momentum p. 

a a y 0m pmJ 

and for the particle at e with Initial phase I, and momentum p, 

2*y e ye 2it (v/pfTT 1 \ « . 
*£ = _ I - ^ p, I = cos*. - cos»„, 
t a \ Pm V'J 

(2.27) 

Solving for a we find 

j . (cos» e - co»# m ) - » , [ l - cos(#„ - 2#j)] = 0 (2.28) 

Equation (2.28) can be solved numerically. For «i = 37.5°, #j = 21.5° p. = .61 
and p, - .65 we lind ± » m = ±148.7. Substituting Into (227) we lind a = .33 
which corresponds to a field strength of 16 kV/cm. 

The final parameters for a low current Injector are summarized In Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1. Main injector preliminary design specifications. 

Element kV/cm Length (cm) A. A* Ap AB/E 
Gun — '— 0.5 270° 0 

Gap-and-drift prebuncher 8 36* — 75" .06 

Quarter-wave transformer buncher 16 10.5 .75 43° .10 

Capture region 130 21.0 1.0 4° — 
End of accelerator section — — - - - 0.1% 

'Including drift. 

The specifications derived here depend on the assumptions of smalt energy 
modulations and undiatorted mapping In the buncher region. Since we have 
calculated a bunch of 7S* entering the buncher and 43° leaving it, we expect 
some distortion in the mapping as electrons In outer orbits "lag behind" those In 
inner orbits. 

The final design values for the field strengths, drift length and phase shifts 
between elements were determined by computer modeling of the injector outlined 
in Table 2.1. Equations (2.4) and (2.5) were numerically integrated tD determine 
electron orbits In the bunching system. The theoretical performance of the "Ta
ble 2.1" Injector Is summarized in the phase space plots of Fig. 2.13 and 2.14. 
The numerical results are In excellent agreement with the analytic results. 

Figure 2.13(a) shows the beam emittance at the end of the prebuncher drift 
space. The energy spread introduced by the prebuncher is 20% of the initial en
ergy of the beam and thus the bunching is slightly asymmetric about the center 
particle (i.e., the particle which passed through the gup at the phase n Jl) . The 
decelerated electrons are further behind the center than the accelerated particles 
are ahead. From Fig. 2.11 we see that, if anything, we should enter the buncher 
slightly forward of the phase null, as the electron density is highest at points e 
and / , and we wish these electrons to fall between orbits b, and tj. Hence the 
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Fig. 2.13. Simulation of particle orbiti through the 0W = .75 
traveling-wave buncher in SLAC'e low-current injector. 
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theoretical performance is improved by introducing a phase shift of 15° between 
the prebuncher and buncher (see Fig. 2.13). 

Figure 2.13(b) ia a plot of the beam emittance at the output of the buncher. 
The mapping from prebuncher output to capture region input is reasonably undis-
torted. The area is also conserved, as Ap A# = .43 for both ellipses. Note that 
the beam enters the buncher as three straight-line segment* in a region of curved 
orbits and emerges as three curved segments in a region of straight orbits. 

The beam enters the capture region with 28° of phase extent and a momen
tum extent of .156. The numerical results predict that the injector described in 
Table 2.1 will successfully capture 67% of the dc electrons from the gun into 4° 
of RF phase (Fig. 2.14). 

SLAC's main injector has specifications very similar to those in Table 2.1, 
although (he design calls for slightly higher prebuncher and buncher voltages. 
Figure 2.15 shows two longitudinal beam profile measurements at the end of 
the Injector three-meter-long accelerator section. In curve A, 70% of the gun 
current is captured into 4° of S-band phase. Experience with the SL AC injector 
has shown that the discrete, constant-phase velocity element bunching technique 
described here is indeed robust. Good bunching has been achieved with gun 
voltages ranging from 50 to 00 kV by proper optimising of other parameters.' 
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Fig. 2.H. Simulation of particle otblti through the 0m = 1 cap
ture region in SLAC'i low-current Injector. 
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Fig. 3.18. Experlmcntalchargedhtrlbutlon In main Injector (rrom 
Miller"). 
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2.2 COLLIDER INJECTOR DESIGN 

As discussed in the introductory chapter, the collider injector must capture 
5 to 7.S x 10 1 0 electrons on a single RF crest. Averaged over one cycle of RF, 
this is an accelerated current of 23 to 34 amps, considerably higher than any S-
band linear accelerator had operated before, and two orders of magnitude higher 
than the current shown in Fig. 2.15. In addition, the 1.21 GeV bunch entering 
the damping ring must have an energy spread no greater than ±1%. At we will 
discuss in greater detail in Section 3.2, this can be accomplished if the final bunch 
length is of the order of 20° FWHM at S-band. 

Bunching and capturing 5 x I0 1 0 electrons in 20° of S-band phase presents 
two serious complications to the design strategy used in SLAC's main injector. 
First, SLAC's main injector was designed to bunch and capture a large fraction of 
the dc gun current onto a series of adjacent RF crests, forming pulses as short as 
three bunches or as long as S x 10 3 bunches. For reasons we shall explain below, 
our goal it now different: rather than forming small bunches at 360* intervals 
and capturing them onto adjacent RF crests, we must now bunch and capture 
electrons spread over approximately 3500° of S-band onto one RF crest. The 
second complication to the previous design strategy is that at such high charge 
densities, space charge forces are no longer negligible. 

These compilations compromise a number of assumptions that were valid in 
the low current, multi-bunch pulse case, in particular 

• Due to the large phase extent of the initial electrons, we shall tee that the 
beam occupies a large area of phase space in the buncher and we cannot 
expect mappings from one region to another to be distortion free. 

• Due to spau charge, particles no longer follow the phase space orbits de
scribed in Section 2.1; only the center of mass of the bunch follows these 
orbits. 

Although some very useful assumptions of the last section have less validity 
here, we begin by considering the design of the CID injector as a perturbation 
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on the design of the main injector. The tame design strategy is employed and 
outlined below: 

1. Use • gap-and-drift prebuncher to accomplish initial bunching. 

2. Use a ft, < 1 buncher as a quarter-wave transformer to match the pre
buncher emittance to the capture region admittance. 

3. Use a /J„ = 1, high a accelerator section to accomplish final bunching and 
capture. 

The CID injector was initially designed and constructed in a period of 16 
months. The analysis presented here it the product of our original design strat
egy combined with ideas accumulated from worlcing with the actual injector. This 
section is divided into three parti. In Section 2.2.1 we discuts longitudinal beam 
dynamics in the low current, large signal limit. This analysis was completed 
after CID was conttructed, and incorporates ideas developed from operational 
experience. In Section 2.2.2 we present a Gtdanktn injector design which incor
porates the analysis of Section 2.2.1. This design is more comprehensive (and 
more successful, in theory) than our actual CID design. For completeness, in 
Section 2.2.3 we present our original CID design. 

It it instructive to describe the high current design at a two-ttep process. 
First, in Section 2.2.1 we examine the problem of bunching and capturing a 
beam with an initially large phase extent in the absence of space charge. Next, 
in Section 2.2.2 we "turn on* the tpace charge forces and adjust our design to 
accommodate them. 

2.2.1 Longitudinal Dynamics in the Low Current, Large Signal Limit 

As elated earlier, the CID injector must bunch and capture electrons with 
an initial phase extent of ~ 3600° of S-band. This it due to the fact that our 
state-of-the-art pulser electronics for thermionic cathodes could produce no more 
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than 12 amps or peak current. At this current one would need a gun pulse of 
1 ns FWHM (or ~ 1000° at S-band) to produce 7.5 x 10'° electrons. In practice 
we have found that the gun cannot produce such short pulses at 12 amps, but 
can yield a Gaussian pulse of 6-8 amps, 2 ns FWHM. To capture electrons out 
to ±2<r (or 95% of the charge in the gun pulse) we must capture electrons whose 
initial phase extent Is ~ 3500° or 10 cycles at S-band, 

The gap-and-drift buncher must compress this rery long bunch by a factor of 
ten Jutt to get all the electrons Into one S-band cycte. As we bunch It with a gap-
and-drift prebuneher, space charge forces eventually oppose bunching, leading to 
*. large phase extent at the entrance of the buncher. Therefore we begin our 
design by optimising the phase acceptance of the combined buneher/eaplure 
region acceptance. 

There are Ave parameters over which we have control to accomplish this 
optimisation, specifically, the phase at which the bunch enters the buncher, the 
phase velocity or the buncher, 0W, the field strength in the buncher, at, the 
phase at which the bunch enters the capture region; and the field strength In the 
capture region, 03. 

In the following pages, we calculate the required values of these parameters 
necessary to map a given omittance at the entrance to the buncher into 16° or 
phase at the end of the capture region. A bunch of IS* of phase extent captured 
in the RF crest yields an energy spread of 19S. The logical Dow of determining 
optimum values for the five control parameters far somewhat obscured by the 
specific calculation. We therefore list all relevant parameters In Table 2.2 with a 
short explanation of their source. The quantitative details follow In Table 2.3. 

Examination of Table 2.2 shows that given &E/E, pa and the condition 
for optimum bunching In the buncher and capture regions (Eq. 2.12), all other 
parameters are fixed or determined by oat choice of 0m. Therefore, 0m Is the first 
column of Table 2.3 and we shall discuss the buncher acceptances generated by 
various choices of 0*. 
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Table 2.2. Functional Dependence of Injector Parameters. 

Parameter How Determined 

&E/E, Energy spread Given 

po. Mean momentum of electrons 
entering buncher 

Given 

21j, Phase acceptance or capture region Function or A B / E 
(Eq. 2.30b) 

Optimum phase or bunch at entrance 
to the buncher = 0° 

Condition for optimum 
bunching (Eq. 2.12) 

ft, Optimum phase of bunch at 
exit of the buncher = -90° 

Condition for optimum 
bunching (Eq. 2.12) 

Pa = Po - Pw Function of po and /*„ 

at. Field strength In the buncher Function of po .and 0W 

(Eq. 2.29) 

Optimum phase of bunch at entrance 
to capture region = 0° 

Condition for optimum 
bunching (Eq. 2.12) 

Optimum phase of bunch at entrance 
to capture region = -90° 

Condition for optimum 
bunching (Eq. 2.12) 

o j , Field strength in capture region Function of 0m (Eq. 2.30a) 

2ps, Momentum acceptance or capture 
region 

Function of &E/E and 0:3 
(Eqs. 2.34a or b) 

2pi, Momentum acceptance of buncher Function of tj ptftj 
(Eq. 2.19) 

2f|, Phase acceptance of buncher Function of ps t>i/pi 
(Eq. 2.20) 

We begin our quantitative discussion of the conclusions in the Table 2.2 by 
considering the combined buncher/capture region phase space shown in Fig. 2.16. 
The emittance of the beam as It leaves the gap-and-drift prebuncher is circum
scribed by the ellipse a, c, b, and d. Having traversed a quarter of a cycle in 
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Fig. 2.16. Combined buncher Tcgion and capture region phase space. 
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the buncher phase space, the beam emittance is circumscribed by the new ellipse 
a', c', b', d'. This ellipse must be contained within the capture region acceptance 
which yields a 1% energy spectrum at the end of the accelerator section. 

The phase spread of the bunch at the output of the buncher is approximately 
'm(o') - 'm(l') = Af m . For electrons with the same initial momentum, pa (i.e., 
those on line segment c-d), Eq. (2.12) is also valid for 0U < 1 traveling wave 
structures, i.e., 

sin I At ,„ .„, 
A'-=-iinTr • { 2 , 2 ) 

The spread in phase at the output of the buncher is minimised if the entrance 
angles are near 0* and the exit angles are near -SO". Assume that the center of 
the bunch enters the buncher at 0* of phase and with momentum po- We can 
quantify this optimisation condition by choosing the field strength and phase 
velocity of the buncher so that the electron which enters the buncher at (0, po) 
exits the buncher at (-90*, p„). Equation (2.10) yielda 

«*?=—i-s 
where 

po = normaliied momentum of the center electron after 
it has traversed the prebuncher gap 

p w = l0**?*, where fiw is the phase velocity of the buncher 

aj = noraialiud electric field strength in the buncher. 

Equation (2.12) also applies to the capture region; optimum bunching is 
accomplished when the bunch has initial phases near 0° and asymptotic phases 
near 90°. We can also quantify this condition by requiring that the particle which 
leaves the buncher with phase equal to SO* and momentum equal to pa, enters 
the capture region at 0° of phase and achieves an asymptotic phase of -90°. 
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Equation (2.11) gives 

[pi + « ] " - P - = ^ • (230a) 

Note that the field strength in the capture region depends only on the phase 
velocity of the buncher. 

We can now calculate the phase and momentum.acceptances of the capture 
region. To And the phase acceptance, note that points a' and b' of Fig. 2.16 
transform to an asymptotic phase of -180° - *£,. From Eos. (2.11) and (2.30a) 
we have 

»j = arccoa|l -cos**,] . (2.30S) 

To And the momentum acceptance note that point a* of Fig. 2.IS transform! to 
#£, and point c' transforms to -180* -<*„. From Ktp. (2.11) end (2.24) we have 

y = vV' + 1 - p = — (eo* 'o - coa #4) . (2.31) 

For point if, transformed to #£, 

* . = 2 ( I — I t ) P , = ^ . (2.32.) 

For point «', transformed to -180" - #£, 

»v-gp+-.4) * - ^ * (2.326) 

The momentum acceptance of the capture region, 2p». t> given by combining 
Eqs. (2.32a) and (2.32b) 

2p3 = P , . - p , = i - j £ - i ^ . , 2 . 3 3 ) 

After some algebra we find 

l + ( 0 , /2 l r)' . ln»«g D 

(as / IaJUnSis in ig , * , * t M " ' 
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We can simplify this expression for the case where the center of the bunch is 
asymptotically approaching -90°. Using the approximations 

• i n # ° , r » - l 

C™I5>#S, + 5 = A»„, 

we find a simple relationship between the asymptotic bunch length and the mo
mentum acceptance of the capture region: 

From Eos, (2.34) (see Fig. 2.17) we find that pj goes to infinity Tor 03 = 0 and 
or = 00, and puses through a broad minimum near a = 2x. To increase pa, 
we should move away from or = 2ir in either direction, a — 2ir corresponds to 
a Held strength of K = 300 kV/cm or 30 MeV/m. SLAC's 30 MW klystrons 
(available at the time CID was built) can provide a maximum field strength of 
17 MeV/meter, or or = 3.S, thus we have the ability to vary a in the range 
from 0 to 3.5. The acceptance or the capture region phase space la plotted in 
Fig. 2.18 for six different values of a from 2 to 4. The phase acceptance remains 
constant (Eq. 2.30b), while the momentum acceptance Increases for decreasing 
a. Of course, as a gets small, the initial momentum for capture Increases (see 
Fig. 2.0) and the distance needed to capture increases. 

From Eqs. (2.30) and (2.34) we see that the momentum acceptance of the 
capture region depends on the phase velocity, pw, of the buncher region. As pw 

and p w Increase, the momentum acceptance of the capture region increases. 

We now examine how the buncher acceptance is affected by choice of phase 
velocity. To begin, let us assume that the transformation of the phase space 
ellipse of the beam in the buncher is relatively undlstorted (we refer to this in 
Table 2.3 as the "linear approximation"). Consider again Eqs. (2.10) and.(2.20). 
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Fif. 2.17. Capture region momentum acceptance ai a func
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Fig. 2.11. Capture region admittance aa a function of nor
malized leld atrength. if = electric Geld strength in kV/cm. 
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In this case (3 is already determined by Eq. (2.30b). As mentioned earlier, 
maximum phase compression In the buncher Is achieved If electrons enter the 
buncher near the Held n'lll and move to —00° in a quarter of the phase space 
cycle. Thus #> is also determined. From Eq. (2.20} we see that phase acceptance Is 
proportional to the ratio pj/pj. Uslnf Eq. (2.34b) and recalling that PJ = p« - Po 
we have 

^ ( H l + S l ) * ! « (2.35) 
p, V«>» » * / J ( p . -po) 

Differentiating vlth respect to pm we And 

<Hn/pi) = _ (a* « i \ A«CP 
dp. \ o j 2 J T / 2 ( p . - p o ) ' 

Since Afa>, 03 and (p» - po)' are all positive quantities, 

% ^ > = i ^ < 0 . (2.36) 

Thus aa the phase velocity 0m of the buncher Increases, the phase acceptance 
decreases, while (by Eq. (2.10)| the momentum acceptance increases. 

Using Ens. (2.19), (2.20), (2.30b), and (2.35) we can calculate the phase and 
momentum acceptances Tor a range of phase velocities. The results appear In 
columns S and 6 of Table 2.3. 

As mentioned earlier, should the Initial phase apace occupied by the beam be 
large, we cannot expect mappings to be undietorted. For an accurate prediction 
of the effect of buncher phase velocity on phase and momentum acceptance, we 
must numerically integrate Eqs. (2.4) and (2,5) for key phase apace trajectories. 
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Table 2.3. Duncher admittance as a function of phase velocity, /?„,. 
A E / E = .01, po = .7410, r?3 = 30.8°, and », = -90° 

1 2 3 4 5 a 7 a 9 10 11 11 

A. Vm O j »a 

Linear 
Appr. 

2PI 

Linear 
Appr. 

l » l 
4 p , i , 

(4p>'l) 

Integrated 
Area 

Cap. Re| . M , 2PI 
Appro*. 

« l P l 

Integrated 
Are* 

Buneher 

.7071 1.0 2.60 .120 .177 141 ISO 24.2 180 .13 33.4 27.3 

. 7 ! 1.134 1.37 .330 .2(9 100 29.8 28.5 150 .21 31.5 29.9 

.7853 1.3 1.11 Mi .314 IB 17.0 28.9 130 .25 32.3 32.5 

.8137 1.4 3.01 .<«« .451 • J 31.7 31.1 120 .32 38.4 38.1 

.8480 1.0 l . M .139 .SIS • 7 31.4 31.9 100 .40 40.0 40.3 

.1741 1.8 1.S3 .aoo .735 10 3S.S 35 3 90 .48 43.3 41.0 

Specifically, we wish to know the phase space occupied by the perimeter of the 
capture region admittance one-quarter cycle earlier In phase apace (i.e., at the 
entrance to the buncher). This shows ua the perimeter of the buncher admittance. 
Asa practical matter, It la aimpler to have particles move forward in time through 
the computer code which numerically integrates Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). This is 
equivalent to clockwise motion around the phase space orbits or Fig. 2.4. Because 
these orbits are symmetrical about the # = 0 axis, we can use a "mirror image" 
of the capture region perimeter as input to the computer code. A quarter of 
a cycle later, this Input has been transformed to the usable phase space at the 
entrance to the buncher. 

Buncher admittance as a function of buncher phase velocity Is illustrated in 
Figs. 2.19(a-f). The higher enclosed region of each plot represents the acceptance 
of the e.apture region for electrons with mean momentum p w (i.e., the mean mo
mentum of the bunch after one quarter cycle in buncher phase apace). Note that 
for greater clarity the boundary of the capture region phase space is truncated at 
pi of Ftg. 2.8. The lower region represents the corresponding admittance of the 
buncher. As predicted in columns 5 and 6 of Table 2.3, as p . Increases the total 
admittance of the buncher grows (i.e., #iPi) but the phase acceptance shrinks. 
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Fig. 2.18. Buncher admittance u a function of buncher phase velocity. The 
higher enclosed region of each plot ii the acceptance of the capture region 
for &B/JS = .01. The lower enclosed region is the corresponding buncher 
admittance for po = .741, and a) p„ = 1.0, b) p„ = 1.134, t) pm = 1.2, d) 
p„ = 1.4, e) p„ = 1.6, and f) p„ = 1.8 
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Fig. 2.19(c) and (d) 
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Fig, 2.19(e) and (f) 
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Columns 9 and 10 of Table 2.3 are the approximate buncher phase and mo
mentum acceptances predicted by Fig. 2.19. Note that as the phase space is dis
torted during its one-quarter wavelength transformation, the phase acceptances 
are larger than predicted by the linear theory and the momentum acceptances 
are smaller. Columns 8 and 12 are the integrated areas of the capture region 
admittance and the buncher admittance or Fig. 19, respectively. Note that the 
buncher admittance has a slightly larger area than the capture region admittance 
for a given phase velocity. However, the shape of the acceptance region may be 
too distorted to take advantage of this increase. 

In the CID injector we can anticipate that phase compression by a gap-and-
drift buncher will be limited by opposing apace charge forces. Thus we should 
choose a phase velocity which allows generous phase acceptance, probably In the 
range of / ? . = .70 to pw = .80. At the time SLAC'a main Injector was built, 
two extra buncher/capture region sections were manufactured. These consist of 
a 10.5 cm long Pw = .75 buncher and a 3 meter veloclty-of-light capture region. 
From Fig. 2.19a-c we tee that this aectlon falls within the appropriate range of 
Pw 

Given a buncher admittance from the phase apace plots of Fig. 2.19, we must 
now optimize the parameters of the gap-and-drift buncher to achieve a beam 
emittance matched to the buncher admittance. Assume that the gun produces a 
roughly Gaussian pulse with Initial velocity 0o (see Fig. 2.20). The pulse pssses 
through a short gap at so; the center of the pulse crosses to at time 1 = 0. The 
pulse then drifts for a distance L = t/ - a&; the center particle reaches r/ at 
time 

T _ */-*" 
~ 'P. 

where 0, is the normalized velocity of the center particle after it has traversed 
the gap. From Eq. (2.3) we have for each particle 
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Fie. 2.20. (a) Charge deniity veriui time for a Gaustlan-
shaped tun pulie. (b) Charge deniity versus time after sinu
soidal gap-and-drift prebuncher with drift length x/ - to. 

\fi P.) (2.J7) 

wheie 
t = time at which the particle crones ro 

1/ = time at which the particle erotica «/ measured with 
respect to T. 

Perfect bunching ii achieved if tj = 0 for each particle. To achieve perfect 
bunching, we should chooie 

w = [i-r)" • < 2 - 3 8 > 
If we choote /J„ in the buncher, column 10 of Table 2.3 dictatea the minimum 
and maximum acceptable momenta, p m i j and J>mi», with corresponding velocitiet 
/3m.j and Pmi*. For good bunching, the particle which entert the gap at the latett 
time ( f m „ of Fig. 2.20a) should leave the gap with the greatest velocity 0m„. 
Likewise the flnt particle through the gap (<m l„ = -« m . x ) should have Bnai 
velocity 0mjm. Substituting Into Eq. 238 we have 

We can now solve for 0, and L 

0' = TfP~TuKT. <""» 

(2.41) I /A-1/Ai.a ' 
For 0* = .75 in the buncher, 0mm, = .658 and /?„,„ = .S&1. From Eqt. (2.40) 
and (2.41), we find 0, = .5089 and I = 174 cm. For a 1 ns FWHM Gautiian 
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|un pulse, the ±2a points fall at ±.85 ni. The optimum P versus I curve (from 
Eq. 2.38)| for a 1 ns gun pulse Is graphed In Fig. 2.21. Note that the desired 
0(t) grows slightly faster than linearly, because 1/0 varies linearly with (. The 
normalised energy, 1i(')> required to achieve this 0(1) la 

=('H"'"4-(iH)T" <•«> 
-»i(i) Is graphed in Fig. 2.22. We see that over such a large range 71 (I) Is far 
from linear. Thus the best bunching la not accomplished simply by choosing a 
low enough gap frequency so that the entire gun pulse falb on the linear region 
of the sine wave. Rather, we should niplolt the curvature of the line function 
by shifting the phase of the puke with respect to the null of the sine wave to 
optimise hunching. 

Figure 2.23 suggests that the sine function Is most similar to the -ri (f) function 
if the center of the pulse is shifted to the left of the null and the frequency Is 
chosen such that the pulse subtends approximately 00* of phase. I m a , then falls 
in the linear region of the accelerating sine wave and («,,„ falls just after the 
decelerating crest, that is 

- « * < u i , < - 1 5 ° (2.43a) 

0' < w(r, + l m „ ) < 31)° and - BO" < w(i, + f„,„) < -60° (2.43») 

where 
u = radial frequency of the accelerating Held in the gap 

ul, - phase shirt of the center particle with respect to the null of 
the accelerating field. 

The actual energy -TJ(I) of a particle after traversing the gap is given by 
Eq. (2.1) (note that we now write 1 as a function of t rather than t): 
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Fig. 2.21. Normalised velocity at. a function of time needed to 
achieve pc-fect bunching of a Gaussian gun pulse with a 0 of 
0.5 ns. 
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Fig. 2.22. Normalised energy u a function of time nuded to 
achieve perfect bunching of a Gauaaiin gun pulie with a a of 
0.5 m. 
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Fig. 2.23. 1 vcriut I curve of Fig. 2.22 auperimpoicd on line wave. 
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u ( 0 = 1fo + <*<|.r»™«'(*« + 0 
= 10 + t §inw((, +1) 

where t - "{ftp end the slope is 

V,(0 = u f t w u ( ( . - I ) . 

We choose the phase shift ut, by requiring that the ratio or the slopes at the 

extremes of the pulse be equal Tor both T functions; that is, we choose wl, by 

requtrlni 

V.(<«<«) -rlC + U . ) ( ' 
The slope of 71(f) In the linear region (-30° < ut < 30°) is approximately 

" a ( f < r The ratio of this slope at l m t 1 to the slope at fm,„ Is thus 

l'l(ti + tmtx) . , "nffSF = * 
•»»('• + 'mi*) ~ wa£ t,,eosw(»t + »„,,,) cosu(t, + tmi„) 

(2.46) 

The slope of 71(1) is given by 

*--i(i-s»tt-i)T "•", 

For a gun pulse of 1 ns FWHM, the ratio of l\{t) for tm„ = +2a = .85 ns and 

'mill = - * * = -85 ns is 

V,(-.S5ns) 

Equating Eqs. (2.46) and (2.48), we have 

w(«s + *m*t) = - arccos — = -64.1" . 
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Thus the earliest part of the pulse should reach the gap when the phase is . 
» -65°, which suggests a phase shift of -20° with respect to its original centered 
position. 

As mentioned earlier, we should choose the frequency of the sine wave such 
that the gun pulse subtends approximately 90° of phase, i.e., 

where 95% of the pulse charge is contained in ±2o. For a 1 ns FWHM gun pulse, 
4<r = 1.7 ns and Eq. (2.49) yields / = 146.2 Mils. The nearest subharmonic of 
the accelerator frequency (with a reasonable number or harmonics which are also 
subharmonics or SLAC'e 2856 MHx) is the 20th subharmonic / = 142.8 MHz. 

We now And f»i, the strength of the gap accelerating field, such that ii{t) is 
a good fit to i i ( t ) . tn particular, we wish the fit to be as close as possible in the 
region between ±e>, where the initial charge density Is highest. We choose the 
peak voltage of the electric field £ such that 

11(0) - •«(-») = 1i[o) - •»(-«') 

or 

KEi{o) - KE,i-o) = KE,{o) - >TE,(-<7) (2.50) 

where 
KE\ — kinetic energy of a particle required for perfect bunching 
KE, - kinetic energy of a particle produced by a sine wave. 

Thus 
B gg | (<r) - f fg | ( -<r) 

sin(iiM7 + wl,) - sln(-ui7 + wt,) 
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for u l , = -20* and a - .455 nj 

E = 31* 
sin(21.8 - 2 0 ) - iin[-21.g - 30] . ( 2 . S I ) 

= 45.2 kV 

Initially, we estimated the phase shift by requiring that the ratio of the slopes 
at the extremes of the pulte be equal for l i and In. Since a good match between 
•71 and -(j is most important at the center of the pulie, we correct t, and £ 
to satisfy Eqs. (2.40) and (2.60). From Eq. (2.40) w* find fi, - .5989 which 
corresponds to KEi(t,) = 127.1. Thui we want 

KEi[t.) » X£» + £«ln i , - 150 + 45.2»ln(wt.) - 127kV (2.52) 

where 

KBa = initial voltage of the gun pulse » ISO keV. 

Solving for ut, = I, 

I . = a r c s i n l | | | ] = 30.5* . (2.S3) 

Iterating between Eqs. (2.40) and (250), we Bnd suitable valuu of £ and I, to 
satisfy both conditions, 

#, = -28.3* £=4B.2kV . (2.S4) 

The kinetic energy desired for perfect bunching, /CEj(t), and the kinetic energy 
produced by the electric field K£,(<), are shown in Fig. 2.24. We now have a 
complete syiitem design which bunches a I ns low current gun pulse for capture 
into a 1% energy spectrum in the accelerator. This design is summarized in 
Table 2.4. 
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Fig. 2.24. Kinetic energy, KEi(t), versus time needed to achieve 
perfect bunching compared to energy, HKj(t), versus time achieved 
by 20th subhsrtnonic sine wave. 
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Table 2.4. Injector specifications In the low current, large signal 
limit. &l and Ap are given at end of element. 

Element kV/cm Length (cm) 0. A#(±2<j) Ap A E / E 

Gun — — .03 1700* 0 

20"* Subharmonic 
prebuncher 

13 3.8 gap 
17« drift 

— 45" .19 

Buncher 11 10.5 .75 «0* .10 . 

Equations (2.4a) and (2.4b) were numerically Integrated to determine the 
electron phaae apace orbits In the bunching ayatem. The theoretical performance 
of the "Table 2.4" injector la aummartied In the phaae apace plots of Fig. 2.25. 

Figure 2.25 shows the phase space at the end of the prebuncher drift apace. 
The original gun pulse, aome 1700 S-band degrees long, haa been compressed 
into ~ 40° of phase. This bunching is good enough that, in the absence of space 
charge, we could omit the /?. < 1 traveling-ware structure and still capture al
most all of the charge In the gun pulse into a 1% spectrum. After a quarter-wave 
transformation, we plot the beam emittance at the output of the buncher. The 
transformation in the buncher la reasonably linear as the ahape of the beam 
In phase space Is well preserved. Note that the phaae apread at the output of 
the buncher is larger than the phase apread at the Input, although the outgo
ing emittance is still within the capture region acceptance. The final buncher 
phase spread is dominated by the large momentum apread at the entrance to 
the buncher. Clearly we have not optimised the long gun puke, low current de
sign, but that lo not our intent. The "Table 2.4" injector is Intended only as a 
jumplng-ofl point for the high current design. 
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Fig. 2.25. Beam emittance at the entrance to and exit of the 
0m = .75 buncher for the "Table 2.4" design. 
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2.2.2 "Gtdanktn' High-Current, Large Signal Injector Design 

Having completed a low-current design, we now comider the effect! of apace 
charge on the bunching process. In the crudest approximation, we can think 
of apace charge as adding a spring-like quality to the beam pulse. For example 
let us consider the gap-and-drift prebuncher. The bunch crosses the gap where 
the sinusoidal electric field imparts a momentum kick to the electrons. In the 
drift apace, the etectrona begin to converge on the center particle. The space 
charge forces grow greater a* the bunch compresses, impeding further bunching. 
Eventually, the initial momentum kick imparted to the beam at the gap is offset, 
then overcome by the apace charge forces and the beam begins to debunch. 

Rather than attempting to develop a simple analytic model of bunching in 
the presence of space charge forces, we have used a computer simulation to un
derstand the longitudinal dynamics. For the sake of continuity, th* details of the 
computer model are described in the next section. At this point, a brier qualita
tive description of the model will suffice. We model the beam aa a finite number 
of infinitely thin disks and rings of charge in an infinitely long conducting cylin
der (see Fig. 2.26). The annuli are free to move longitudinally, but their radii 
and charge densities are fixed throughout a given bunching element. The space 
charge forces between annuli are found by solving for the average static forces 
between annuli surrounded by the grounded conducting cylinder. The change in 
the energy of each annulua due to all other annuli is computed. Equation (2.4) 
becomes 

j 

— = -aain#-r energy change due to presence of other annuli. (2* s ) 
<K 

The longitudinal dynamics of the electron pulse are calculated by numerical in
tegration of Eqs. (2.S5) and (2.5). 

The gap-and-drift prebuncher of the "Table 2.4" injector is modeled using 
31 disks ('annuii* of inner radius 0) of radius .93 cm and 31 annuli of inner 
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Fig. 2.26. Schematic diagram of model used to calculate longi
tudinal beam dynamics in the presence of space charge forces. 
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radius .03 cm and outer radius 1.75 cm. The annul! are initially spaced evenly 
over the length of the gun pulse; the charge on each annulus is weighted to 
reflect the Gaussian distribution of the gun pulse. The phase and momentum of 
each annulua are calculated as function* of the z position in the gap-and-drift 
prebuneher. 

Figure 2.27(a) is a plot of phase (with respect to the center of the pulse) 
versus a position or every third of the 31 Inner disk* traveling though the gap 
and drift prebuncher. The gap h at the far leR, at * = O to x = 3.8 cm. The 
Initial 1700* bunch compresses to approximately 10* of S-band phase at the waist 
at • = 170 cm. Figure* 2.27(b-e) represent the Mn» Initial bunch traversing 
the aame atructure In the presence of Increasing space charge forces. The plots 
represent peak gun currents of 3,ft,9, and 13 amps, respectively. (A gun current 
of 12 amps Is required to produce 7.5 x 10 1 0 electrons in a 1 ns FWHM pulse.) As 
the gun current increases, the phase spread at the waist increases but the waist 
is located at the same a position. 

The corresponding t versus t plots for the outer annul! are plotted in 
Figs. 2.28(a-e). Note that the space charge forces are considerably weaker for 
the outer annuli. The reasons for this are discussed In the next section. 

Figures 2.29(a-e) are plots of the longitudinal phase space at the waists [t = 
170 cm) of Figs. 2.27(a-e) tnd ?.28(a-e). In the absence of apace charge, the 
disks move past each other in a smooth manner |l.e., Figs. 2,27-2.29(a)|. In the 
presence or apace charge, the disks are sometimes "scattered" by other disks 
causing "hernias" in the phase space diagrams. This may be an artifact of the 
model, and we shall address this point again In the next section. Notice that 
in the presence of appreciable current (>3 amps), the momentum spread of the 
Inner dirks Is quite narrow. As the current Increases the minimum phase spread 
Increases. Far a gun current «f 12 amps, the phase spread Is ~ 400° of S-band 
(see Fig. 2.30e), too large to be captured Into the buncher phase acceptance. 
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Fig. 2.27. I versus z for every third of the 31 Inner disks of charge 
traversing the gap-and-drift prebuncher specified in Table 2.4 as 
the current increase* from 0 to 12 amps, f is given in degrees at 
the 20lh subharmontc of S-band. 
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Fig. 2.28. * vertut i for every third of the 31 outer annul! of 
charge traversing the gap-and-drift prebuncher tpecifled in Ta
ble 2.4 as the current increases from 0 to 12 amps. * it given in 
degrees at the 20th subharmonic of S-band. 
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Fig. 2.29. Longitudinal emittance at the end of the gap-and-drift 
prebuncher specified in Table 2.4 at the current Increases from 0 
to 12 ampi. f is given in degrees at S-band. 
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Fig. 2.30. Bunch length at the end of the g»p-and-drHt pre-
buncher specified in Table 3,4 a* the current increases from 0 
to 12 amps. ' Is given In degrees at S-band. Charge density units 
are relative. 
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At this point there are several options Tor decreasing the phase extent of the 
bunch entering the 0m = .75 buncher. One option is to increase the strength of 
the electric field in the prebuncher gap. Three considerations suggest that this 
may not be the best approach: 

1. In doing this we abandon our matching of the amplitude and phase of the 
field In the gap to offset the inherent asymmetry In bunching relativists 
electrons with appreciable field strengths. 

2. Increasing the gap field strength increases the disparity between the phase 
spaces of the inner disks and outer atinuli, and this in turn increases the 
total phase apace occupied by the bunch. 

3. We And that as the gap Held strength Increases, the "hernias" grow, and 
this increases the effective emittance of the bunch. 

Another approach is to put a second gap-and-drift prebuncher at the phase 
waist. Since the outer annuli are bunched appreciably better than the inner disks, 
we should concentrate on bunching the disks as we choose the parameters of the 
second gap-and-drift buncher. Note that, with the exception of the "hernia" at 
the far left, the energy spread of the disks In Pig. 29(e) Is reasonably small and 
clustered about the energy of the center particle after passing the first gap. Hence 
it seems sensible to use the same approach to design the second gap-and-drift 
prebuncher as we used for the first. 

The bunch now spans 400 prj, and Eq. (2.49) yields / = 625 MHi, which 
falls between the fourth and Afth subharmonics of SLAC's S-band frequency. 
Choosing the highest reasonable frequency has a slight advantage in that less 
phase shift Is needed to exploit the asymmetry of the sine wave, and the beam 
centrold is decelerated less. We choose 714 MHz, the fourth subharmonic of S-
band. Because the bunch Is much more affected by space charge forces in the 
second gap and drift prebuncher, the gap field strength and drift length are found 
using the computer model. 
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In optimiiini ihe gap field strength, we must strike a compromise between 
the very different dynamlct of the inner and outer annuli. Figures 2.31(c) and 
2.32(c) show 11 of the 31 disks (annuli) travertine a second gap at the fourth 
•ubharmonic and a 24 cm drift apace. The outer annuli tee much leu apace charge 
and are bunched more rapidly. As the gap field strength Increases the disparity 
between the optimum drift for the disks and annuli growa. On the other hand, 
as the gap field decreases (and the drift increases) we reach a point where the 
inner annuti are not bunched at all. The solution shown in Figs. 2.31 and 2.32 
where E = 64 IsV, £ = 24 cm it a compromise between these competing factors. 

The longitudinal beam emiUance and bunch length at the end of the 24 cm 
drift are shown in Figs. 2.33(c) and 234(c), respectively. From Fig. 2.33(c) it 
it clear that the phase spaces occupied by the inner disks and outer annuli are 
quite different, the disks having a larger phase extent but smaller momentum 
extent. The calculation giving rise to Fig. 2.34(c) predicts that BOSS or to of the 
charge is contained within 200° of S-band which can reasonably be captured by 
the Pv — .75 S-band buncher. 

In Fig. 2.3S the emittance of Fig. 2.33(c) is superimposed on the low current 
buncher phase space orbits. These orbits were calculated in the absence of space 
charge. The electrons in the high current bunch are subject to space charge forces 
and their trajectories in phase space will not. In general, follow these orbits. We 
include them principally as reference trajectories. As anticipated, the bunch 
has a large phase spread and relatively narrow momentum spread. The modeling 
predicts that a buncher field strength of aj = .56 (about 2.5 times that calculated 
for the Table 2.3 buncher) results in the best bunching. The resulting emittance 
and bunch length u e shown in Figs. 2.33(d) and 2.34(d) respectively. Most of 
the charge is now contained within SO*. Note that the dynamics in the buncher 
resemble those or the capture region in that the bunch "folds over" about the 
centroid. The "fold over" increases the bunching of the inner disks which enter 
the buncher with a large phase extent. Note also that because of the larger 03, 
the ccntroid of the bunch exits the buncher with p = 1.28 > p w . 
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Fig. 2.31. I versus z for every third of the 31 inner disks of 
charge traversing the injector specified in Table 2.4. (b) 20th 
subharmonic gap and 176 cm drift (# given In degrees at 20th 
tubharmonk). (c) 4th subharmonic gap and 20 cm drift (6 given 
in degrees at 4th subharmonic). (d) 10.5 cm S-bsnd buncher 
and 2 cm drift (# given in degrees at S-band). (e) First 40 cm of 
velocity-of-light accelerator section (I given in degrees at S-band). 
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Fig. 2.32. t versus z for every third or the 31 outer annull of 
charge traversing the injector apecifted in Table 2.4. (b) 20th 
•ubharmonic gap and 176 cm drift (# given In degrees at 20th 
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velocity-of-light accelerator section (I given In degrees at S-band). 
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Fig. 2.33. Longitudinal emittance at five locations in the injector specified in 
Table 2.4. (a) Just downstream of the 20th subharmonic gap. (b) End of 176 cm 
drift, (e) End of 20 cm drift following 4th subharmonic gap, (d) End of S-band 
buncher. (e) End of three-meter meter accelerator section. In all figures, 9 is 
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We use Eq. (2.30) to calculate the optimum value of the field strength in the 
capture region for p„ = 1.28. We find QJ = 2.10. In Fig. 2.36 the emittance at the 
end of the buncher ia superimposed onto the low current phase space trajectories 
of a capture region with 03 = 2.16. The calculations which give rise to Fig. 2,36 
predict that after 42 cm most of the charge falls within 10° near -90°. From 
Figs. 2.31(e) and 2.32(e) we see that the bunch length remains constant after 
the first 20 cm or so of the capture region. As the beam energy increases, space 
charge forces fall off a* 1/V- In the absence of other effects, the final emittance 
and bunch length at the end of the three-meter accelerator section are shown in 
Fig. 2.33(e) and 2.34(e). Approximately «.8x 10'° elections are captured into 18° 
or a 1.2% spectrum. The parameters of this high current design are summarized 
in Table 2.S. 

Table 2.5. A high current, large signal injector design. 
(Af calculated at output of each bunching element.) 

E b a u a l kV/cm Lrnfla (cm) fiw At d p AB/E 

Caa — — .» 1700" 0 

20tk tubbtrmonk pttbaacatr 12 (x4 cm) 176 — 400" .use 
f t * fss-atrmMic snbaacatr 10 (x4 e n ) 20 — 380" .08 

S-Buta anackw 27 IO. I (+>) .75 50° .25 

CapWra rtsioa (ao wakt) 10a 42 1.0 U° 

End of scctlcrator Mctios (ad arses) ltM 211 1.0 !«• 1.2% 

Cspurs rsttan (wi l t wast) 140 42 1.0 14" 

End of acctUltralor section (wilk %sks) 1*0 2SI 1.0 14° 1% 

At the electrons enter the disk-loaded waveguide (i.e., the buncher and ac
celerator sections), they excite longitudinal and transverse fields known u wake 
fields. The wake fields generated by electrons at the front of the bunch affect the 
energy and transverse position and momentum of trailing electron .. The longi
tudinal wake field generated by a point charge moving at the speed of light in a 
SLAC accelerator atructure has been calculated by Wilson snd Bane. 1 0 These 
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Fig. 2.35. Beam emittance at the entrance to and exit from the 
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Fig. 2.38. Beam emittance at entrance to capture region ant) 
31.5 cm downstream superimposed on the capture region low-
current phase apace orbit*, p» = 1.28, o j = 2.18. 
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fieldi have been added to the ring-and-disk model program in the velocity of light 
aection. The wake field* are calculated u if all particles were moving at ipeed c 
in the capture region and accelerator. This assumption probably overestimate* 
their effect In the capture region, although the total error is small compared to 
the overall wake field effect. No attempt has been made to model wake field 
effects in the buncher. More powerful programs such as MASK" are required to 
attack this problem accurately. 

Aiiuming that wake Cetdi primarily affect the energy spectrum of the beam 
rather than its bunch length, we can learn something from the present model. 
Figures 2.37-2.39(a) show the final emlttance, spectrum and bunch length of the 
"Table 2.S" injector calculated without longitudinal wake fields. Figures 2.37-
2.38(b) show the emittancc, spectrum, and bunch length in the presence of wake 
fields. Note that the spectrum has greatly deteriorated while the bunch length is 
slightly broadened. The deterioration of the spectrum can be offset by capturing 
the electron bunch forward of the RF (-rest, where the slope of the RF li opposite 
to that of the wake fields. In particular we choose t„ such that 

».. = a r c c o . a y ' m . (2.S6) 

To choose AE/E, we examined Fig. 2.37(b) and found that in the region of 
highest charge density (1* to 5' aa seen in Fig. 2.39(b)) the change in energy per 
degree A£/degree = 3.0 MeV/degree. Converting to radiant and substituting 
in Eq. 2.S6 yields #«> = -65". Thus we wish to capture the bunch 25* ahead of 
the RF crest. Equation 2.11 gives 

Figures 2.37(c), 2.38(c), and 2.39(c), respectively, show the emittance, spec
trum and bunch length of the "Table 2.4" injector assuming an accelerator section 
field strength of K = 180 kV/cm. Although the beam is captured 25° ahead of 
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the RF crest, the final energy of the beam is 15 MeV greater than in the as = 2.16 
case because of the higher accelerating gradient. The spectrum, while not as good 
as It would be in the absence of wake fields |Fig. 2.38(a)| is greatly improved over 
the case in which the bunch is captured on the crest in the presence of wake 
fields. 

The computer simulations "'Mch include wake field calculations predict thnt 
approximately 80% or the charge in the gun pulse is contained within a £1% 
spectrum at the end of the three-meter accelerator section. The bunch is slightly 
better |Flg. 2.39(c)| than in the case where wake fields are not calculated as 
7 x 10 1 0 electrons are captured into 14° of S-band phase. 

2.2.3 Original Collider Injector Design 

As stated earlier, the actual CID design was undertaken without the benefit of 
hindsight, and therefore does not reflect all the insights discussed in the last two 
sections. The original design also differs from the current running condition of 
the CID injector. However, for completeness and continuity we review the actual 
CID design here. The original CID design differs from the "Table 2.5" Injector 
in one important respect: in the "Table 2.5" injector design, we studied and 
accommodated the effects due to bunching with the large signals used in the gap-
and-drift prebunchera. In the original CID design, we began with the teas valid 
(but simpler) assumption that the voltages in the prebunchera would produce 
relatively small changes in the kinetic energy of the particles when, in fact, It Is 
changed by as much as 50%. In the email signal approximation, velocity varies 
linearly with energy 

^ l A i . (2.58) 

With this assumption, perfect bunching is obtained when the gap voltage varies 

linearly in time. 

In the original CID design," we assumed that the gun produces a 15 amp, 
1 ns FWHM Gaussian pulse. The frequency of the subhermonic bunchers is not 
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critical as lone as the frequency is low enough that the gun pulse falls in the 
linear region of one cycle. Choosing a cavity with the highest frequency which 
meet* this condition has an advantage in that less power is required to achieve a 
given field gradient across the gap. We chose 178.5 MHz, the 16th subharmonie 
of S-band as the frequency of the first subharmonic buncher gap. The 1.7 m 
(±2o) gun pulse subtends 110* of phase. At 178.5 MHs the change in the energy 
or each particle as it crones the gap is a reasonably linear function of phase (or 
time) as shown in Fig. 2.42(a). 

When bunching with a linear signal, if we try to use a high field gradient and 
appropriate drift space to match the beam from the first gap-and-drift prebuncher 
directly into the /?«. — .75 buncher, several problems arise: 

1. Asymmetries due to relativiitic effects increase, 

2. Space charge forces act aaymetrically within a set of annuli. ("Hernias* 
develop.) 

3. The disparity between the phase spaces of the inner and outer annuli grows. 

All three effects Increase the effective emittance. Thus we chose to use two 

gap-and-drift prebunehers. In the first subharmonic buncher we chose a =• .30 
and I = 108 cm which leads to the 600* bunch shown in Fig. 2.43(b). Note 
|Figs. 2.40(b) and 2.41(b)] that the lower energy particles (positive phases) are 
converging on center faster than the higher energy (negative phases) due to the 
relativistic asymmetry. A second subharinonk buncher is needed to match the 
beam to the buncher acceptance. The frequency of the second gap could easily 

. be as high as the sixth lubhermonlc of S-band (although the eighth subharmonic 
should be chosen as it is a harmonic of the 16lh), but any frequency below the 
sixth will suffice. 

Computer modeling shows that the field gradients needed In the second gap 
are not high so that a low power-to-field gradient ratio li not an Important 
criterion. To minimise time and costs in designing and machining the sub-
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harmonic bunchera, we chose to build the two cavities at the same frequency. 
In the second aubharmonic buncher we chose a = .37 and L = 36 cm. Again 
note |Figs. 2.40(c) and 2.41(c)] that the bunch converges asymmetrically. As we 
see from Figs. 2.42(c) and 2.43(c) we did not find a good compromise between 
good bunching of the inner disks and outer annuli. This solution favors the outer 
annuli which bunch into a SO9 peak while the inner disks are spread over some 
300°. Clearly the charge in the tail with phases of less than -100° will not be 
captured by the buncher. In Fig. 2.44 the emittance of the beam [Fig. 2.42(c)] is 
superimposed on the low current phase space orbits of the buncher. 

The beam enters the buncher with a mean momentum equal to the gun pulse 
momentum since there is no phase shift of the centrold with respect to the RF 
in the prebuncher. This is a higher momentum than the "Table 2.5" injector. 
A smaller oi is sufficient to transport the beam through a quarter of a cycle in 
phase space. The beam emittance |Fig. 2.42(c)) has a significant "Lazy L"-like 
shape. Bunching in the buncher is improved if we shift the centroid of the beam 
to -15° ao that the particles in the 'Lazy L" fall between the phase space orbits 
with asymptotic phase* lm = -50° and tm = -70° (see Fig. 2.44). The buncher 
does a good job as 7.61: ID 1 0 electrons initially spread over 200° ate collected into 
25° of S-band phase [see Fig. 2.43(d)). Another 1 x 10 1 0 electrons are contained 
in a tail that extends some 30*. 

In the vetocity-oT-light section we chose a high field gradient, Q 3 = 3.7. The 
bunch reaches an asymptotic phase of —T0°, which helps to offset the broadening 
of the spectrum due to wake fields, although thii was not a principal concern at 
the time of the design. In Fig. 2.45 the emittance of the bunch at the entrance 
to the accelerator section is plotted on the low current phase space orbits of the 
capture region. We see that the charge contained in the 30° tail of Fig. 2.43(d) 
is folded into the core of the bunch during capture; thus 8.5 x 10 1 0 electrons are 
ultimately captured into a 24° (o « 7°) bunch (see Fig. 2.43(e)]. This design 
meets the original specifications as described in Chapter 1. 
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2.3. DESCRIPTION OF THE RING AND DISK MODEL COMPUTER CODE 

2.3.1. Description 

la order to calculate apace charge effect* during the bunching proem, we 
model the beam as a finite number ot infinitely thin disks and rings of charge In 
an intnitely long conducting cylinder (tee Fig. 2.27)."''4 The apace charge forces 
between the annul! are found by aolving for the average italic force between annul! 
in the pretence of the grounded conducting cylinder. 

H e potential of an infinitesimal surface charge located at r = a, 6 = «\ and 
a = 0 in an infinite conducting cylinder of radiua a ia" 

. go oo 

m»OMl 

(2.59) 
where 

Jm = the m" Beuel function 
jm* - n" tero of m" Beiiel function 
fit = charge density on infinitesimal aurface element it = tdoa> 

T = magnitude of the radial component in cylindrical coordinate! 
© «= magnitude of the ai imuthal component In cylindrical coordinate! 
a =± longitudinal position 

<o = dielectric comtant in MKS unite 
^•o = 1 for m = 0, = 0 for m ^ 0 

The potential of an annului of charge with inner radiui t | and outer radiut 
&s ia 

*(r, 6 , *) = J J ^ , (r , B, a; 6, d>)bdbdt> (2.60) 
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The longitudinal electric field is found by differentiating the potential 

£ . ( r . e , » ) = - ^ ^ £ i i i = _ ^ y ^ | , | ( r , e , e ; 6 , e l ) 6 r f o d * . (2.61) 
». o 

Given a aecond annutua of charge located at *, with inner radius ri and outer 
radiua n , the average longitudinal field on the second annulus due to the first 

E " = O o ' - r ^ e 

, , ( 2«) 
ftfi'll;ti'{-r.M'. Q. 'i*. *)}»<ftaVr.<ra'8 

( '>) ' - ('l)» 

The change in the energy of the second disk or annulus due to this average field 
ia 

£*--M». . (2.63) 
a* moc* 

The variable a in the exponent of Eq. (2.59) represents the distance between the 
two annuli. If we measure the position of each disk by its phase relative to the 
R F accelerating wave with Xf = e, the approximate distance between the annuli 
in the lab frame ia 

where 
11 = phase or annulus 1 with respect t o the RF wave 
*3 = phase or annulua 2 with respect t o the RF wave 
fit = normalised velocity of annulus 1 in the laboratory frame. 
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Since we are calculating the force on the eecond annulue, we must write this 
distance In its reference frame 

Performing the Integration in Eq, (2.62) and summing over all other annul), we 
find that the change in energy of the m " annulns due to all other annul! Is 

( l"mlJ||Jb«(rwt/«)l - fml J| |jv»(rW | /a)| 

„ f f l J i |A»(rjl /«)l -«•>! J||*i»(rii/a)| 
" 'UbaJiWI* 

(2.«fl) 

xexp 

where 
n = index Tor sum over zeros of J a 

j = Index for sum over all other annuli 
Q, - total charge on the >'* annuli 

NA = total number of disks and annuli 
ryi = inner radius of j ' * annulus 
r,| = outer radius of j ' k annulus. 

For an initially Gaussian charge distribution, the charge on each annulua Is 
given by 

o*-«•«*- (J.) 
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where 
Qo — total charge on the annulus which leaves the gun at 

the center of the Gaussian pulse 
(y = the time at which the j " annuli leaves the gun with respect 

to the center particle 
a = aigma of the Gaussian distribution. 

The longitudinal equations of motion for the m" annulua (Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5) 
in the presence of space charge are 

it-

„ t rm»JllA»(r.n/8)] - r , |J i t f t«(r m | /a ) | 

"Vs J|L*>»t>rt/«)r ~ rjiJk|j > . (r i l /a)) 
|J0 .J | (* . ) ] ' 

x«xp[-|^,.(^)A|]} 
and 

2.3.2 Use or the RINGMODEL Computer Program 

The program RINGMODEL integrates Eq. (2.67) and (2.68) as the bunch 
moves from the gun through the subharmonic bunchers, the S-band buncher, 
and the three-meter accelerator section. White this approach to modeling space 
charge effects in bunching systems is very useful, it has a number of limitations 
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(2.67) 

(2.68) 



which uier* rouit keep In mind. The program calculates the italic forces between 
infinitely thin disks of charge in a smooth conducting cylinder. Each of the 
boldface adjectives presents limitations: 

1. The program calculates static forces between particles. This is a good 
approximation of the foreet between particles a* long as the energy spread 
within the bunch Is a small fraction of the total energy. In this case it is 
reasonable to speak of the "rest frame" of (he electron bunch. If &E/E 
is large (as it is in the subharmonic and S-band buncher buncher regions), 
there is no reasonable rest frame of the bunch. Note that in Fig. 310 
(Sec. 3.2) at the output of the S-band buncher, the momentum of particles 
in the bunch range) from .7 to 1.9 m 0c. In such a case an electrostatic 
calculation cannot provide a good model of the Intrabunch forces, and a 
fully electromagnetic calculation is required. An examplewf an effect that 
depends on the magnetic fields Is the back EMF produced as the beam 
current is 'turned on" at the front of the bunch and "turned off" at the 
rear of the bunch (see Fig. 2.40). The back EMF opposes the spreading 
due to apace charge. This effect is clearly important in Herrmannsfeldt's 
lasertron simulation." 

2. The program calculates the average Coulomb forces between a relatively 
small number of Infinitely thin disks and annul). Very near the surface of 
the disk [i.e., as x approaches aero in Eq. (2.59)], the fields due to the disk 
approach those of an infinite sheet of charge, 

E, = J- . (2.70) 
«-«o 2(o ' 

If the charge were represented by thousands of particles (as in the MASK 
program), we would expect that the field due to a thin "slice" of charge 
would go to tero at the center of the slice. Thus the infinitely thin disk 
approximation may overestimate apace charge forces at disks pass etch 
other. In Figs, 2.29(e) and 2.33(b) we see that large momentum changes 
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occur at the disks Interact at clou distance*. These "hernias" in phase 
•pace may be an artifact of this model, due In part to our calculation of E, 
near a disk. 

3. The model calculates space charge force* In a smooth conducting cylin
der. This la an adequate model in the subharmontc buncher region where 
•trifle short accelerating gaps are followed by long drift (paces. Clearly a 
smooth conducting cylinder I* a great oversimplification of the boundaries 
in the disk-loaded waveguide which makes op the buncher and accelerator 
sections. We choose to model the system as though a smooth conduct
ing cylinder were located at the inner radius of the waveguide, and the 
space charge force* are calculated accordingly. Wakefield effects at the 
aubharmonic buncher gaps and In the buncher have been neglected. Since 
momentum spread early in the system is important In determining the fi
nal bunch length, these effects may be Important. Further modeling with 
MASK is needed to clarify this issue. In the velocity-of-light section the 
wakefields are calculated as though all particles were moving at speed c. Aa 
shown in Figa- 2.30(a) and (h), the wake fields cause a 10 to 16% change 
in bunch length. 

4. The most Important limitation of this model Is that it is a one-dimensional 
model; no attempt is made to model radial motion, which is clearly coupled 
to longitudinal motion. In (UKGMODEL we assume that the radii of the 
disks and annul! remain constant throughout a given bunching element. 
The radii of the annuli are calculated by assuming that radial Coulomb 
repulsion is offset by focusing due to the self-magnetic field of the beam 
and external solenoidal focusing. This calculation la described in detail in 
the next section. 

The advantages of RINGMODEL are threefold: It is easy to use, It is fast 
to run, and most Importantly it was written and usable when CID was designed. 
A designer can make many runs in a lay, varying field strengths, phase shifts. 
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drift lengths, and other parameters. A program of this kind is certainly uieful 
for getting an injector deeign underway, i.e., getting a "feel" for the problem at 
hand. In the future a program like RINGMODEL is best used in conjunction with 
a more powerful (but more cumbersome) program like MASK. RINGMODEL 
could be used to get a handle on the problem, while MASK is used for final 
tonnimatton of a reasonable design. 
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2.4. RADIAL DYNAMICS 

As mentioned in Section 2.3* the longitudinal dynamics or the beam have 
been modeled assuming that the beam radius is constant throughout a given 
bunching region. Clearly, longitudinal apace charge forces are minimized if we 
choose as large a beam radius as can be transported through the beam pipe. In 
the subharmonic buncher drift spaces we choose large diameter beam pipe (3.5 cm 
I.D.) and allow the beam to fill the pipe to minimize space charge effects. In the 
higher power traveling wave structures a large beam radius leads to large radial 
emittance growth as discussed in detail below. Therefore, beam radius in the 
buncher and capture region must be chosen to allow longitudinal bunching white 
keeping the radial emittance within specifications. 

2.4.1. Radial Emittance Growth 

Figure 2.47(a) is a schematic diagram of the electric and magnetic fields of 
the TM fundamental mode in a smooth conducting cylinder. Arrows within the 
structure indicate the direction of lines of force on an electron. Electrons near 
point A experience forces due to three components of the Held: 

1. The longitudinal electric field, E„ focuses the electrons toward point A. 
This point is stable longitudinally. 

2. The radial electric field, E, exerts a defocusing force on the electrons. 

3. The aiimuthal magnetic field, B+, exerts a radially focusing force on the 
electrons. 

As we shall show directly, this force is weaker than the radial defocusing when 
0 or pt is less than unity. Hence point A is radially unstable. In the case of 
0 = 0t = 1 the two radial forces cancel. In analogous fashion we find that 
point B is unstable longitudinally and stable radially. 
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53l&A IC-fi U ' S 6 
Fig. 2.47. (a) Lines of force on electron in smooth conducting 
cylinder excited in the TM mode, (b) Forces on electron due to 
E„ E, and Bt. 
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Figure 2.47(b) it a (chematic representation of the effect of the three force 
component* on the electron*. Note that in Region A, the region of greateit 
longitudinal bunching, the radial defoeuting Belda arc at their maximum value*. 
The gradient of the amplitude of the radial field* la a alowly varying function in 
thia region and thua all electron! in the linear region of the longitudinal field aee 
euentially equal radial force*. 

Radial emittance growth ii not caused primarily by the difference in the 
amplitude of radial Held* >«n by particle*, but by the fact that particle* initially 
at poelilve longitudinal phaae* feel the radial force* for a longer time. Conilder 
particle* 1 and 2 in Fig. 2.48. Both particle* have the, lame phu* at the end of 
the atructurc (i.e., both particle* mova to point 3). But particle 2 apend* more 
time in the atructure and thui receive* a larger radial momentum kick. 

We now dtecui* a quantitative eatimatt of radial emittance growth in the 
C1D injector. 

Ai diicussed in Ref. 17, the longitudinal electric Held In the TM mode In a 
cylindrical conductor i* given by the real part of 

E. = iEb(*) Jo(trr) «xp|i(ul - M | (2.71) 

where 

*? + *.' = * '=(y) ' <«.«) 

and A la the free apace wavelength of th* wave. From Gau**' theorem we find 

E, = -~ (*.£b + i ^ ) S|(ft,r)«p[i(w< - *.») | . (J.73) 

From S x B = 1/cdS/dt (e.g.*. uniUjwe find 

B«=~i-CaJ|(M«Pl<(u(-MI • P-") 
Kf e 
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Fig. 2.48. Particle* with the aame #„, but with different Ap, at 
the end of capture region. 
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For imill viluei of r, we can approximate 

Mt.r)al and J|(t ,r) M I k,t . (2.75) 

Thui 

£.2<iE(,(i)e)(p|i((jt-*,»)| , (2,76) 

B, a - (*.F„ + £ £ } r- expl.(o,l - * . , ) | (2.77) 

and 

B , S - ^ F 0 5 exp|i(u.l -k.z)) . (2.78) 

In regions where ^ * ^ 0 (i.e., away from the fringing fields at the beginning 
and end of the alructure) 

¥± a fc,E0exp|i(u« - *.*)] 

and 

Thue 

E, S -k.Eo j exp(i(ur - * ,e) | 

We >ee that the radial fieldi are largest (and defocming) when the longitudinal 
field* have the moil gradient, I.e., at the phase (table longitudinal field null. 

To calculate the emlttance growth due to the radial fieldi, we muit find the 
change in radial momentum due to the radial force on a particle in the electric 
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and magnetic field. The LorenU force law givea 

The radial component of the normalized force U 

where p, it the normalized radial momentum = -j0 r. In the TMoi mode under 
consideration, B. = 0 and the change in the radial momentum as a function of z 
la given by 

£ = ^ < £ ' + ^ > whHe " = '• 
Setting t = tut - fc.a and taking the real parts of Eqs, (2.T3) and (2.74) we obtain 

etc ktmoc* \ \00m J P Et 8* J ' 

where />„ = (*/*;,). For imall r 

S-S{* ( i - ) - + } iTf - } • (2-82) 

The firat term of Eq. (2.82) is due to radial electric tlelda Inilde the structure, 
the lecond term is due to azimuthal magnetic fields and the final term Is due to 
fringe fields at the ends of the alructure. From Eq. (2.82) we lee that radial 
momentum growth i* a function both or radiui and phase. It U the functional 
dependence on phase that givei rise to radial emtttance growth. If Eq. (2.82) were 
independent of f, we could offset the linear radial force with aolenoidal focusing. 

In the general case, Eq. (2.82) is not integrable by simple analytic technique!. 
A detailed analysis of radial emittance growth requires computer modeling. We 
thus set ourselves the more modest goal ofatudying Eq. (2.82) in a special cue 
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which leada to an integrable form. Thla epecial eaae at leaet allowa ui to know 
the order of magnitude or radial emittanee growth and eubeequent limitation! on 
longitudinal bunching. In the cue where the phaae velocity of the atructure, /?,, 
U equal to unity, the coa I term of Eq. (2.S2) become* 

fc(i-l)cc*«=-^coe» (2.83) 

aa given in Eq. (2.S), and Eq. (2.82) become! 

dp, eE 0r f it t , 1 BBo . .1 ,„ . , , 

The that term of Eq. (2.84) becomee negltglble aa # -» -80*; that ii, the drat 
terra contribute! to tranaverae emittance growth only In the capture region. The 
aecond term contributea only In reglona of appreciable fringing Helda. 

Anumlng r « r 0 and integrating to arbitrary a beyond the capture region 

O ft 6 

Aiaumlng that £o(<) ia alowly varying over mott of the capture region and that 
aint a i in# 0 and fi «• /?,, in the region where dEo/dt la non-negligible, we have 

0 0 0 

integrating we have 

Ap, S J ^ j ^ . l n f , - . !„#„) + J -a ln# 0 Eo} 

or rearranging terma 

A»"3?[( , +i)* f c-**'] ** 
where &•„ = normaliied velocity of the particle* aa they enter the capture region. 
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Radial emittance growth reaulta from a difference in the total radial momen
tum kick for particles which enter at different phaeea. We are concerned with the 
variation of Ap, as initial longitudinal phaae, #o, changea: 

JAp, _ cCbro 
dig ~ 2moe* {(1+£)-*-=£-M • w 

From Eq. (2.87) we aee that radial emittance growth In the capture region ia 
minimised if 

1. We chooae to make the beam radiui, r„, aa amall aa poaaible. 

2. We chooae a low Held atrength, £e, in the capture region. 

3. If we capture the bunch on the RF ereat, coat^ es 0 and the aecond term 
' In Eq. (2.87) ia neglibibla. To minlmlte the Brat term, we ahould chooae 

•o away from the longitudinal field null, which reaulta In a amalter value of 

coaeV 

Condltiona 1, 2, and 3 all lead to poorer longitudinal bunching. 

Thui our bunching technique allowa for greater longitudinal bunching only 
at the expenae of radial emittance growth. We ean eatimate the amount of radial 
emittance growth in the CID accelerator capture region. From Fig. 3.0(d) (In 
Sec, 3,2), we eatimate that the CID bunch aubtenda rani 80° at the entrance 
to the accelerator atructure. If one aaaumea capture In the vicinity of the creat, 
the aecond term in Eq. (2.87) ia quite amall. Aiauming fa = />,„ = .75, eB = 
170 KV/cm, and r0 = .25 cm (aee Section! 2.4.2 and 3.2), the apread in radial 
momentum ia 

er?ofo 
2moe' 

The radial emittance i, ia given by rJAp,; 

(l + - M liin30" - lint-SO0)) = .40 
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f, (estimate) = 2.5 x 10 * radian meter . (2.89) 

As discussed later in Section 3.3, the CID emittance has been measured. For 
S x 10'° electrons captured, the measured emittance is 

c(meuured) s 1,5 X 10~ 4 radian meter (Invariant) . (2.00) 

We tee that our estimated emittance is pessimistic, but is of the correct order of 
magnitude. 

The assumptions necessary to (el an analytic solution to Eq. (2.82) ace not 
unreasonable in the capture region, but do not really apply to the buncher region 
(where 0W = .75). However, the phase apace orbits of the particles In the buncher 
are qualitatively quite similar to their orbits in the capture region, and we can 
look to Eq. (2.87) to suggest trends in the buncher. The fields in the buncher 
are lower by a factor of 4 to 8, but the initial bunch length it larger by a factor 
of three, which means that (sin #o - tin(-fo)] it larger by a factor of two, and we 
would expect the buncher contribution to radial eroittance growth to be smaller 
than that of the capture region by a factor of two or more; at lower field strengths 
it may even be negligible as compared to the capture region. 

One more point it worth noting. We estimate that the radial emittance at 
the CID gun is approximately 

(ou» = 3 x 10"' radian metera 

One sometimes reads that the radial emittance grows "by a factor of z" due to 
RF fields in bunching and capture regions. This it misleading in the aense that 
the RF Beldt would cauae the tame amount or radial emittance growth even if the 
radial emittance at the gun were negligible. Saying that the emittance "grows 
by a factor of i" might lead one to think that emittance growth due to RF can 
be lessened by a lower gun emittance, which is not the case. 
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2.4-2 Radial Focusing 

Radial acceleration in the presence of a solenoidal magnetic field is given by 

imDf = ->mor«J' + - r^B, + - ^ - e—0 (2.91) 
e r re 

where 

Pl = charge/unit length = I/0c 
I = beam current. 

The first term in Eq. (2.91) is due to the accelerating coordinate system. The 
second term is the focusing force due to the external longitudinal magnetic field, 
the third it the defocusing force due to space charge and the last it the focusing 
force of the self-magnetic field of the beam. The ulmuthal velocity of the beam 
$ can be obtained by considering the rate of change of angular momentum as 
electrons pais from the cathode to the Interior of the lolenoidal magnetic field.17 

The rate of change of angular momentum is given by 

= ') |-rB, + iB t] . 
(2.92) 

Multiplying by 2»<ft we have 

2xdhm 0 r , ^) = -f(2irr(B.dr-B,de)) . (2.93) 

Upon examining Fig. 2.49 we see that the magnetic flux through the beam bound
ary is given by 

dti, = Bda = B-[jfif +^-i\dsrd<t> (2.94) 

where it it an infinitesimal perpendicular to dtp along the beam envelope. 
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Fig. 2.40. Magnetic flux- through the beam boundary. 
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The flux through a small band of the boundary is found by integrating over 

d<t> = 2*r[B.dr - B,dz) . (2.9S) 

Equating (2.93) and (2.95) and Integrating we have 

Jihmor'to^-J-jdi, (2.96) 

We define <frc as the magnetic flux through the beam apot at the cathode and 
assume that the electrons have no azimuthal velocity leaving the cathode. 

Equation (2.S6) yietda 

Thua the azimuthal velocity of the beam ia proportional to the total change in 
flux across the beam surface. Inside the solenoid where the Held is uniform in 
the I direction, V = *r7B,. With a little manipulation Eq. (2.01) becomes 

From Eq. (2.98) we see that the flux at the cathode must be less than the flux 
•inside the solenoid for any net focusing to occur. For the common case of the 
cathode shielded from the aolenoldal magnetic Held, Eq. (2.98) reduces to 

If the beam is focused to a waist (r = Oj at a given radius r 0, the condition for a 
beam of constant radius (Brillouin flow) thereafter is 

r > 0 ) = 0 . (2.100) 
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To meet this condition the Geld inside the adenoid muit be 

W A S (=?).{ • *«> 
where m o ; 1 / ' is measured in volts, I in amps, ro in centimeters, and B in Gauss. 
The original CID design called for a beam radius of a = .8 cm in the subharmonic 
bunchersand the drift spaces following them. The design called for a beam radius 
of «r = ,E cm in the S-band buncher and capture regions. For an initial current 
of IS amps and snitial energy of 200 IV, the field needed to maintain a beam 
radius of .8 cm is 

B, = 182 Gauss 

The field must become stronger as bunching proceeds and the current increases. 

During much of the CIO development effort we operated with the parameters 
outlined in Table 3.5 (see Sec. 3.2). The focusing solenoids were run at currents 
which produced the field profile shown in Fig. 2.50. Estimating the peak currents 
from Fig. 2.50 as the beam is bunched, we can calculate the beam radius. Our 
calculations yield average beam radii of about half of the design radius, or r s 
2.5 mm. As discussed in the last section, smaller beam radii In the buncher and 
capture regions sacrifice optimal longitudinal bunching for a decrease in radial 
emittance growth. This operating mode came about in the days when transverse 
beam bieakup severely limited transmission through Sector 1 to the damping 
ring. Thus trading longitudinal bunching for less emittance growth may have 
increased overall transmission to the damping ring. Since a stronger focusing 
lattice has been installed in Sector 1, radial emittance growth is not likely to be 
the limiting factor in total charge transmitted to the damping ring. 
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Fig. i.50. Longitudinal magnetic field profile in the CID sub-
harmonic prebunehers, S-band buncher and capture region. 
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CHAPTER 3. 
PERFORMANCE OF CID 

The collider Injector dlicuued In Section 2.2.3 w u utembled and commis
sioned in the ipririf of 1981." From 1981 to 1084 the injector w u used exten
sively to study the dynamics of high current tingle bunch beams in accelerator 
•tructurea and to provide single bunch beams for damping ring studies." CID 
w u alio available Intermittently for atudles to understand and improve Injector 
performance.1*'10 Since the fall of 1D64, CID has been used continuously to pro
vide high current electron hunches to the SLC. From the spring of 1081 until 
spring of 1984, by far the moat serious and time-consuming problem of the In
jector/Sector 1 development project w u our inability to tranamlt high current 
single bunch beams from CID through Sector 1 to the damping ring. We were 
unable to transmit more than 2 x 10 1 0 electrons In a single bunch through Sector 1 
because of misalignment between CID and the old main Injector and transverse 
emittance growth due to wake fields." Due to this impass most of the meuure-
menta discussed in this chapter were made on bunches containing approximately 
S x 10'° electrons at the end of the CID accelerator section, the lower limit of 
the SLC specification. 

In the next section we describe the hardware that makes up the CID Injector; 
we then describe a "typical" operating mode which produces single bunches con
taining 5 x 10'° electrons. We compare this "typictl" mode of operation to our 
initial design and to an updated R1NGMODEL calculation. Finally, we discuss 
transverse emittance measurements. 
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3.1 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION o r THE CID INJECTOR 

As discussed in Section 2.2.3 the collider Injector consists of a thermionic 
electron gun, twogap-and-driftptebunchersat the 10th subharmonicof the SLAC 
S-band accelerator frequency, a 10.S cm long traveling-wave buncher and a three-
meter long S-band traveling-wave accelerator section, of which roughly the first 
20 cm act u the capture region (see Fig. 3.1). Each component of the system Is 
discussed in detail below. 

3.1.1 Electron Gun 

Electron pulses for CID are provided by a high current, thermionic gun (see 
Fig. 3.2). The gun consists of a dispenser cathode, a blued grid, focus elec
trode, anode and an avalanche-type pulicr designed by R. F. Koonti."-" Until 
the summer of IBS' the puker, cathode and grid were mounted inside a high 
voltage tank Ailed with one atmosphere of SFt. This tank dependably stood off 
- ISO kV, but' w u less reliable at higher voltages; thua the gun w u regularly run 
at -180 kV. In the summer of 1984 the SF» tank w u replaced by a smooth-
surfaced high voltage deck that reliably atands off -200 kV In air. Because most 
of the meuurements reported here took place before summer 1684, all computer 
simulations and meuurements in this report were msde at cathode voltages of 
-150 kV. 

The grid biu voltage can eully be varied between 60 V and 290 V. As the 
blu voltsge is reduced, the peak current of the gun pulse increases from 0 to 
a maximum of 10 amps. Unfortunately, the width of the gun pulie Is a strong 
function of peak current (see Fig. 3.3). The pulser produces a roughly Gaussian-
shaped pulse of fixed FVVHM. As the b iu Is applied, the pulse is "clipped" from 
the bottom, leaving a "smaller'' Gaussian. 

At a biu of 60 V the thermionic gun can euily produce up to 2.S x 10" 
electrons (10 amps, 4 ns FVVHM) in one pulse. This pulse Is much too wide to 
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Fit- 3.1 Schematic of col'ider injector In spring 19B4. 
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Fig. 3.2.(»). Cut -»w*y view of the CID thermionic gun assembly. 
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Fig. 3.2(b). Computer •imulated b u m optic* for th* CID thermionic gun. 
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Fig. 3.3. Sketch of • apace charge limited Gauuian gun putie 
which produce* a 6 A, 2 n* FWHM pube at a biu of 150 V. 
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be captured into a tingle S-band bunch. Even at 7.5 x Id 1 0 electron! per pulie, 
the C1D gun produce! a puke twice as wide as anticipated in the original design. 
Rather than a 12 amp and 1 m FWHM pulse, the C1D gun produces a 6 amp, 
2 nt FWHM pulse. This affects the bunching process. 

Table 3.1. Peak current and FWHM 
versus bias voltage on the CID gun. 

Bias 
Voltage 

Peak 
Current FWHM 

Total 
Charge 

OSV ».S 4.2 22 x 10'° 

150 V 8.0 S.O 7.5 x 10 1 0 

200 V S.0 1.1 3.4 x 10" 

3.1.2. Subharmonic Bunchers 

The gap-and-drift prebunchers each consist of a standing wave buncher at 
the Iftth subharmonic of S-band followed by an appropriate drift space. The 
subharmonic benchers (SHB) are one-quarter wavelength, coaxial cavities, with 
a 4 cm gap in the inner conductor at one end of each cavity (tea Fig. 3.4). 
The cavities are driven at 178.5 MH< in the TEM mode. As shown in Fig. 3.4, 
the gap in the inner conductor distorts the transverse electric field, producing a 
longitudinal electric Meld across the gap. 

The cavities have unloaded Q't of approximately 12,000. The gap voltage, V 
u a function of time is given by 

V(l) oc ( l - « - W « W ) (3.1) 

where Qi is the loaded Q of the cavities. 
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Fig. 3.4. Cross section of a quarter-wave length coaxial aubhar-
monic buncher cavity showing electric field lines. 
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At the time of CID's construction, the earliest available trigger came 25 <i» 
before beam time. For a QL of 12,000, the cavities reach BS5» of their steady-
state fields after 25 lis. By overcoupling the cavities we reduced the loaded Q to 
approximately 4000, which decreased the Ailing time by a factor of three, so that 
the cavities were less than .1% below their steady state value after 25 /is. As SLC 
calls for two electron pulses spaced SB ns apart, we need to know the difference 
in gap voltage for the two pulses. Let AV be the difference in the gap voltage 
between the pulses and At the time between pulses: 

AV (dVldt)M u> . -» /»« . ) • . . . . 
T" v— 30li-«-(»/»W / " • ( 3 , 2 ) 

For our ctVitlet we find 

Q/, = 12000 — = 3 .9x10-* , (3.3«) 

AC <Jl = 4000 — = 2 . 7 x l 0 _ < . (3.36) 

In either case, the change in gap voltage between bunches is negligible. Given 
the resonant frequency and Qo, the shunt Impedance of the cavities has been 
calculated by SUPERFISH, a computer code which solves Maxwell's equations 
in the presence of cylindrically symmetrical boundary conditions.'4 The cavity 
shunt impedances are approximately 2.2 x 10*11. 

The steady state gap voltage In each cavity is proportional to 

V,.,<xy/fi& . (3.4) 

Typical operating voltages for the cavities are V„, = 42 kV for the first gap and 
65 kV for the second gap. 

As discussed extensively in Chapter 2, optimum bunching by the subharmonic 
bunchera is accomplished when we exploit the curvature of the sinusoidal RF by 
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shifting the phase of the null of the sine wave with tespeet to the center of the 
electron pulse. 

The phsses of the SHB cavities relative to the phases of the S-band buncher 
and accelerator have not been measured directly. We were able to measure the 
difference in time of flight of the electrons from the gun to just downstream of the 
accelerator section with the SHB gap voltages on and off. Figure 3.5(a) shows 
a gap monitor signal from just downstream of the accelerator section with the 
SUB power off. The 2 ns FWHM Gaussian shaped gun pulse is captured onto 
approximately ten adjacent S-band crests. The signal on the left of Fig. 3.5(b) 
is the same 2 ns gun pulse with the SHB power on with no phase adjustment. 
The signal on the tight is the 2 ns gun pulse with the SHB phases adjusted to 
achieve the most electrons on a single S-band crest. Note that the electrons now 
arrive at the gap monitor —700 ns later; this is due to the phase shift in the 
subharmonic bunchers. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the subharmonic bunchers 
are more effective if the phase of the RF Is shifted by 30° or so, decelerating 
the center of the electron gun pulse. The center of the bunch arrives at some 
downstream point (i.e., the gap monitor) at a later time than it would have had 
the SHB'a been off. The difference in arrival time at the gap monitor between 
the phase shifted and non-phase shifted bunches is 

where 
•SH(«JVSW) = time of flight of the center or the bunch with the 

phase of the SHB's shifted (not shifted) 
Pl(P»\ - velocity of the center of the bunch after the first 

(second) SHB 
0a = velocity of the center of the bunch with the SHB's off 

d|(di) = drift distance following the first (second) SHB's 
(see Fig. 3.1, i, = 108 cm, da = 36 cm). 
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(a) 
Gap Monitor Signal 
SHB's Off 

(b) 
Gop Monitor Signal 
SHB's On 

No SHB 
Phase Shift 

. SHB Phase 
Shift • 25'-35* 

I 1 I 
0 700 
1 <P*> 

Fig. 3.S. Beam current versus time as measured by a fap monitor located just 
downstream of CID's three-meter accelerator section, (a) Cap monitor signal 
with tubharmonic bnnchers oil. (b) Cap monitor signal with aubhaimonic bunch-
ers on. No phase shift results in the signal on the left [the compressed bunch 
arrives at tbe gap monitor at the same time as the peak of the uncompressed 
bunch of Fig. 3.5(a)). A phase shift of 25*-3S* result* in the signal on the right. 
The shift ha* resulted in tower velocities, thus the later arrival time at the gap 
monitor. More electrons have been captured into a single S-band bunch produc
ing a higher peak signal. 
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Pi and 0t are given by 

fix- 1 -
\ (*&*)' 

and 

ft = \ h ~ A >= 1 * 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Actual CID operating parameters are given in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.2 shows the time of flight as a function of phase, shift in the SHB's 
where we have assumed that both bunchers are shifted by the same amount of 
phase. 

Table 3.3. Time-of-niihl as a function of SHB phase. 

Phase Shift 
(degrees at 178.5 MHz) 

Time-of-flight 
(psec) 

35 MO 
30 600 

25 560 

20 430 

15 310 

From Table 3.2 we see that a 15 to 20' phase shift should result in the center 
of the bunch being captured one S-band bucket later than it would be captured 
with no phase shift; 25 to 35° phase ahUt results in the bunch being captured 
two S-band bucket* later. In tuning CID one usually finds that the most charge 
is captured two buckets later, implying a shift of ~ 30* as expected. 

The SHB's can compress ~ 2.5 n» of the gun pulse into one cycle of S-band. 
Electrons at greater distances from the center of the bunch are lost or cs, tured 
into earlier or later S-band buckets. 
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3.1.3. The Traveling-Wave Buncher 

The buncher it a traveling wave diak-loaded atructure with phase velocity 
P. = .75. The buncher constat! of four cavities. RF power from the CID klyatron 
ii coupled into the firat cavity, flows through the middle cavitiea and la extracted 
from the fourth cavity. The buncher operatea In the 2«/3 mode (i.e., three 
cavltiea per guide wavelength, \ t = / J . e / / , where / la the S-band frequency). 
Thui the four cavitiea are one free space wavelength long. The main features of 
the buncher are aummsrized in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 Buncher parameters. 

Frequency 
— ^ — — — — 

F = 2858 MHl 
Disk aperture diameter 2« = 2.20 cm 

Shunt impedance r/Q » 38,0 ohms/cm 

Cavity inside diameter 2s = S.33 cm 

Group velocity tr,/e = 0.0118 

Disk thickness 1 = 584 cm 

Peak power 6.4 M W 

Periodic length 4 = 2.S2S cm 

Peak field 110 kV/em* 

'Maximum available. 

The buncher is coupled to the CIO accelerator section by means of a 1.9 cm-
thick copper spacer with a .95 cm inner radius. Power for the buncher is provided 
by the CID klystron by way of a 7.25 dB coupler located in the CID vault. 
Approximately 5.6 MW of klystron power is coupled to the buncher. A phase 
ahifter and attenuator downstream of the T dB coupler allow for Independent 
control of buncher phase and power. 
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3.1.4 Accelerator Section 

The CID accelerator section is a standatd SLAG three-meter accelerator sec
tion which is described in great detail in Ref, 25. Briefly, the section is made 
up of 86 cavities whose disk aperture diameters and inside cavity diameters vary 
auch that the field gradient across each cavity is conatant along the section. The 
accelerator aection has a phase velocity $w — l and operates in the 2n/3 mode. 
Features of the accelerator section are summarized in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Accelerator Parameters 

Frequency / = 2858 MHs 

Structure type Constant gradient 

Shunt Impedance r = 57 MD/meter 

Disk aperture diameter 2a = 2.62 - 1.02 cm 

Group velocity t>,/e = 0.0204 - 0.0065 

Cavity inside diameter 2k = 8.35 - 8.8 cm 

Peak power 25 MW 

Disk thickness 1 = .584 cm 

Peak field 178 KV/cm 

Periodic length i = 3.5 cm 

Power to the CID section Is provided by the CID klystron, which has a peak 
power of 37.1 MW. After waveguide attenuation and coupling to the S-band 
buncher, 25.3 MW of power reaches the three-meter accelerator section. Given 
the Ref. 17 r/Q of 42 fl/em, this yielda a peak field gradient of 178 kV/cm. 
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3.2. COMPARISON or A TYPICAL PERFORMANCE TO CALCULATED PER

FORMANCE OF C l D 

As discussed in the introduction to thil chapter, mnt of the development 
work on CID concerned captured bunches containing approximately 5 x 10'° 
electron!. In this section we present the performance data for a typical operating 
setup and compare it to results predicted by the computer simulation program, 
R1NGMODEL. The operating parameters are summarised in Table 3.5 end de
scribed in detail below. 

The parameters of Table 3.5 were used as input to the RINGMODEL com
puter program Figure* 3,6-3.11 illustrate the predictions of the model for bunch
ing and capture of a 6 amp, 2 ns FWHM, Gaussian gun pulse. The results of the 
simulation are described below. Finally the bunch produced by the CID injector 
is compared to the results of the simulation. 

As staled earlier, CID wasoriginally designed tobuncha 12amp,l niFWHM 
gun pulse. The actual gun pulse containing the same charge (~ 7.5 x 10 1 0 elec
trons) is closer to 6 amps, 2 ns FWHM and Is illustrated in Fig. 3.0(a). The ±3c 
extent of the pulse is some 3.4 ns. Figure 3.8(a) shows the longitudinal emittance 
of the bunch immediately downstream of the Brst tubharmonlc buncher gap. It is 
clear that the 3.4 ns pulse extends far beyond the linear region of the 173.5 MHs 
sine wave, over same 215* of subharmonic phase. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, 
better bunching in the subharmonic buncher region is obtained if the bunch is 
shifted 30° forward on the RF, as shown. The bunch drifts for 103 cm producing 
the bunch shown in Fig. 3.9(b). The bunch h u teen compressed by about a 
factor of two. Note that it is reasonably symmetrical. 

Upon entering the second SHB, the phase of the bunch with respect to the 
RF is again shifted by 30*. Figure 3.8(c) represents the emittsnee at the end of 
the 36 cm drift following the second SHB. As shown in Fig. 3.9(c), some 80% of 
the original gun pulse has been bunched into 200° of S-band phase. The bunch 
has been compressed by a factor of five. 
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Fig. 3.6. f versus * for every third of the 31 inner disks of charge traversing 
the injector as specified in Table 3.5. (b) First 16th subharmonic buncher gap 
and 108 cm drift. I is measured in degrees at 178.5 MHz., (c) Second 16th 
subharmonic buncher gap and 36 cm drift. $ is measured in degrees at 178.5 MHt. 
(d) S-band buncher and 2 cm drift. I is measured in degrees at S-band. (e) First 
30 cm of the three-meter accelerator section. I is measured in degrees at S-band. 
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Fit. 3-7. I venue r for every third of the 31 outer annul! of charge travertine, 
the injector as specified in Table 3.5. (b) First 18th eubharmonic buncher gap 
and 108 em drift. * ii measured In degrees at 1TB.5 MHs. (c) Second 18th 
•ubharmonic buncher gap and 36 cm drift. I Is measured In degrees at 178.5 MHs. 
(d) S-band buncher and 2 cm drift. * is measured in degrees at S-band. (e) Fint 
30 cm of the three-meter accelerator section, t it meuured in degrees at S-band. 
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Fig. 3.8. Longitudinal emittance at five locations in the injector as specified in 
Table 3.5. f in alt figures it measured in degrees at S-band. (a) At output of 
the first 16th •ubharmonic buncher gap. (b) End of 108 cm drift, (c) End of 
36 cm drift following second 16th subharmonic buncher gap. (d) End of 2 cm 
drift following S-band buncher. (e) End of three-meter accelerator section. 
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Fig. 3.0. Bunch lenfth at five locations in the injector at specified in Table 3.5. 
I in all figures it measured in decreet it S-band. (a) At output of the first 16th 
subnarmonic buncher (ap. (b) End of 108 cm drift, (c) End of 36 cm drift 
following second 16th tubharmonlc buncher (ap. (d) End of 2 cm drift following 
S-band buncher. (e) End of three-meter accelerator section. 
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Table 3.5. Bunch length and current at five locations in 
the CID injector for a typical operating configuration. 

Element Peak 
Current 

111 

Base 
(~ ±2o) 
S-band 
Degrees 

Total 
Charge 

Field 
Strength 

Gun (experimental) 6 amps 2000* 3400° 7.5 X 10 , 0 e- ISOkV 

End of first 
178.5 MHs SHB 

14 amps 850° 2400° 7.5 x 10 , 0 e- 12 kV/cm 
(x3.8cm) 

End of second 
178.5 MHt SHB 

83 amps 80* 400° 6.8 X 10 l o «- 18 kV/cm 
(x3.B cm) 

S-band buncher 240 ampt 35* 100° 6.3 x 10'° 44 kV/cm 
Accelerator 

section (calc.) 
87S amps 10* 48° 6.2 x 10 1 0 175 kV/cm 

(Experimental) 430 amps 18" 44° 6.5 X 10'" 

The beam eminence entering the buncher is shown in Fig. 3.8(c). In Fig. 3.10 
this emittance it shown superimposed on the low current phase epace orbits of 
the S-band wave bunchcr. As the bunch travelt through the S-band buncher, it 
"folds over" in phase space producing the emittance shown In Fig. 3.8(d). Note 
that the field it a factor of three higher than the design field. Higher fields are 
necessary because the beam enters the buncher at a lower momentum due to 
the phase shifts in the aubharmonic bunchera and exits the buncher at a higher 
momentum than p„. As shown in Fig. 3.9(d), all of the charge within ±100° at 
the entrance to the buncher is now within 75°, with another .5 x 10'° e" in a tail 
extending out tome 100°. 

Phase space orbits in the capture region are plotted In Fig. 3.11. At the end 
of the accelerator section 80% of the gun pulse or 6.2 x 10 l 0 e~ has been captured 
into 4D° with a 10° FWHM. The longitudinal bunch snap;, spectrum, transverse 
emittance and total cSarge have been measured with diagnostic devices located 
downstream of the CID three-meter accelerator section. 
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Fie.. 3.10. Beam emlttance at the entrance to and exit from the 
S-band buncher superimposed on the tow-current buncher phase 
apace ocblta for the parametera specified In Table 3.S. 
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Flf. 3.11. Beam emltUnce at the entrance to the capture re
gion and 3D cm downstream superimposed on the capture region 
low-current phaaaapace orbits for the parameters specified in Ta
ble 3.5. 
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The longitudinal bunch shape is meaiured uaing a itreak camera via the 
optical system described in Appendix A. Degradation in resolution from a num
ber of aourcet causes broadening of the itreak camera image. The effect of this 
degradation on the streak camera image if estimated in Appendix A and shown 
graphically in Fig. 3.12(b). A delta function charge density would produce a 
signal with a FWHM of 4 pa duration with a baseline of 32 ps duration. Before 
comparing the calculated bunch shape [Fie. 3-0(e)] to the experimental bunch 
shape, we must convolve the calculated bunch shape with the (estimated) resolu
tion-degraded delta function. Figure 3.12(a) is the calculated bunch of Fig. 3.0(e). 
Figure 3.12(c) is the calculated bunch shape as seen by the streak camera (i.e., 
after Fig. 3.12(a) Is convolved with Fig. 3.12(b)|. In Fig. 3.13, we compare the 
resolution-broadened calculated bunch shape with the bunch shape meaiured by 
the streak camera. The calculated base width and total charge are in good agree
ment with experiment. On the other hand the measured FWHM Is somewhat 
wider and the rise time is about twice as long as expected. These discrepancies 
are not explained by the calculated image degradation due to the imaging system 
and streak camera. 

As discussed in Appendix A, we suspect that other factors contribute to the 
image degradation, which prevent us from seeing the faster rise time we expect 
and that the actual l"^m shape is in closer agreement with calculation than is 
demonstrated here. 

To meet collider specification:, the expenmental bunch ahape of Fig. 3.13 
must have &E/E < ±1% at the entrance to the damping rino By a proper 
choke of phase shift, we can use the wake fields to partially offset i"- iatlon 
in energy due to the sinusoidal TiF. Loew and Wans" have pointed out that by 
Judicious choice of bunch shape and phase shift, one can use the wake fields to 
offset the variation in energy due to the RF to achieve excellent spectra. 

u* 
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Fig. i..': (a) The calculated bunch shape at the end of CID for 
the parameters given in Table 3.5. (b) The streak camera signal 
from a j-function pulse given the resolution limitations described 
in Appendix A. (c) The calculated bunch shape convolved with 
the estimated resolution error. 
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Fig. 3.13. Calculated and meaauied bunch shape at the end of 
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Figure 3.14(a) U the experimental bunch ihape of Fig. 3.13. The head of the 
bunch la on the far tight at 0*; the tail of the bunch la at 44°. For a low current 
beam, the energy of each particle at the entrance to the damping ring i> a function 
only of iti phue with respect to the accelerator RF fields. In Fig. 3.14(b), the 
dashed curve shawl particle energy as a function of RF phase for a low current 
beam. The head of the bunch (0*) has been shifted 12° forward of the RF crest. 
The solid line shows particle energy as a function of phase for our actual beam 
current. Again, the head of the bunch has been shifted 12° forward of the RF 
crest, and the energy of the particles near the crest is reduced by the wake fields. 
Figure 3.15 is the calculated spectrum at the entrance to the damping ring given 
the 12' phase shift or Fig. 3.14(b). The S x 10 1 0 electrons are contained within 
±1% with another 0.5 x 10 , B electrons falling to fall within the damping ring 
acceptance. As predicted, S X 10" electrons have been successfully injected into 
the damping ring. 
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Fig. 3.14. (a) Meuured bur ch ahape at the end of CID. The head of the bunch 
ii at the far right at 0'. The tail of the bunch is at 44*. (b) The daihed curve 
•howa the energy of the particles at the entrance to the damping ring as a function 
of phase in the low current limit. The head of the bunch, 0°, i» shifted 12° ahead 
of the RF creit. The tail of the bunch ia 32° behind the RF creat. The eolid 
curve ahowa energy as a function of phase for the actual CID current. 
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Fig. 3.15. The calculated ipectrum at the entrance to the damp
ing ring for the measured bunch of Fig. 3.14(a). 
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3.3 TRANSVERSE EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT 

In Mile eection we discuss the measurement of the transverse emittance of the 
CID beam as a function of current. We begin with a qualitative diecuuion of the 
measurement technique which le detcrlbed In detail In Ref. 27. 

The transverse emlttance of the CID beam le measured by varying the strength 
of a quadrupole triplet located just downstream of the CID accelerator section. 
The beam then drifts to a screen located 1.2 meters downstream of the triplet 
where the transverse spot els* I* read by a "reticon" array. If we plot one dimen
sion of the beam epet tlse as a function of the Inverse focal length of the triplet, 
it can ba shown that the resulting function It a hyperbola (see Fig. 3.19). The 
minimum of the hyperbola and the elope of the positive asymptote tell ue the 
emlttance of the beam at the triplet. To obtain a qualitative understanding of 
this technique, it is helpful' J restrict the following discussion to an emittatice 
measurement in the z, x' plane, where t' le p„ the normalised transverse parti
cle velocity in the x direction. The emtttance In the y, jf plane ie measured in 
Idsntical fashion. 

Let us assume that the arbitrary ellipse I of Pig. 3.10(a) represents the x, i' 
phase space Jan upstream of the quadrupole triplet. It ie instructive to circum
scribe the ellipse by a parallelogram which la tangent to the ellipse at its position 
extrema and at its intersection with the ordinate axle. 

Conceptually, It is simplest la think of the quad triplet as performing two 
Independent tasks and that thsse tasks are performed by two independent lenses. 
The Bret lens rotates ellipse 1 to tht supine ellipse 2 |eet Fig. 3.16(a)|. For 
ellipse 2 the maximum values of X| and x| give us the emlttance. The second 
lens ie varied to yield the functional dependence of spot sise on focal length, from 
which we can calculate the maximum values of n and i j of Fig. 3.10(a). 

To And i f wa choose the focal strength of the second lens to achieve a minl-
mu m spot slse on the screen a distance L downstream of the lens. The lens sheers 
ellipse 3 of Fig. 3.16(b) to ellipse 3. Note that this sheering due to focusing does 
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Fig. 3.10. (a) The arbitrary ellipse 1 represents the horisontal beam emlttance 
at the upstream edge of the lens. The "first lens" is used to rotate the ellipse to 
the supine position, (b) The eupine ellipse 2 Is sheered by the "second lens" to 
achieve the smallest spot at the relicon array, (c) Ellipse 3 is sheered by drifting 
to achieve the smallest spot, ellipse i. 
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not affect pointi A and B. Wi have chosen the lens strength such thai after a drift 
of length L, ellipse 3 ia aheered to ellipse 4 of Fig. 3.19(c). Since iheerini due to 
drifting does not affect points E and F, the minimum apot ilie la obtained when 
line segment ai sheers to the vertical line segment *T'. Note that the focusini 
and driftinf represented in Figs. 3.18(b) and (c) hat transformed point A from 
the angular exlremum to the position extremum. Figure 3.17(a) represents the 
ray corresponding to point A of Figi. 3.18(a), (b) and(c). At t, (before the lent) 
the ray it on the i-ax'u and ia diverging from the axis at an angle i ( . Aa thii ray 
it not fociued by the lent, Ita petition at », la given by 

where r 3 m „ It the minimut pot tile at the acreen. Rearranging, we have 

Thus we know the momentum extent of the auplnc elllpie of Fig, 3.10(a) in terms 
of the measurable quantltiea i , m j , and I. 

To And the potltlon extent, xi, of the auplne ellipse of Fig. 3.18(a) wt choose 
to make the focal length of the lena very short (see Fig. 3.11, ellipse 5). The beam 
then drifts for a length I, resulting in ellipse 8 of Fig. 3.11. The focusing and 
drifting of Fig. 3.18 hat transformed point D from the positive position extremum 
to very cloae to the negative position extremum. Figure 3.17(b) reprnenti the 
ray corresponding to point D oT ellipse 1, S and 8. At a, (before the lens) the ray 
ia displaced a distance x ( from the s-axis and is parallel to the axis (*,' » 0). At 
<i (Just after the lent) the ray haa been deflected through an angle of - x j . The 
diaptacement of the lay at the acreen ia given by 

or 
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Fig. 3.17. Ray optice of (a) point A of Fig. 3.18, (b) point D of Fig. 3.18. 
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Fig. 3.1S. Ellipse 2 of Fig. 3.10(b) ie cheered by etrong focualng 
to produce ellipse S. The betm drifts to produce etlipie 6 »t the 
ecreen. 
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/ 
Tiling the derivetive of *j ee * function of 1 / / we have 

dx, 

H + ^ t . (3.0) 

' ( 1 / / ) 
-x\L 

Xl = lWT) • ( 3 1 0 ) 

Thus we know the poeition extent of the euplne elllpie 1 of Fig. 3.16(e) in terms of 
the measurable quintitlee «*x»/eT(l//) and L provided dx] /d( l / / ) la not varying 
appreciably (I.e., near the asymptote). 

Figure 3.10 ie a sketch of the bean spot elie aa a function of Inverse focal 
length. At Indicated by Eq. (3.8), the minimum of the hyperbola gives the 
angular extent at the focusing lens; from Eq. 3.10 we SM that the elope of the 
asymptote gives the transverse displacement. Tracing out the entire curve gives 
a complete emiUanee measurement. The preceding discussion is Intended to 
convey the principle of the emlttance measurement. For a detslted discussion of 
the actual mathematical tools and experimental procedure eee Ref. 27. 

In Fig. 3.20 we plot emlttance in both the vertical and horliontil planes 
as a function of beam current for several currents between 0.6 and B.8 x 10'° 
electrons per bunch. Error bars are at io. Where no error bars are shown 
there were Insufficient data to determine a. At 6 x 10 1 0 electrons per bunch, the 
invariant emittance along both the horiiontal end vertical axes is approximately 
l.Sx 10~ 4 moe meters (invariant), which le a factor of two below the value specified 
for the SLC. 

The measured cmlttancc as a function of beam intensity is reasonably fitted 
to a parabola given by c = 7 x 10~'\/7 meter radian (invariant), where 1 it the 
current In 10 , 0e~/pulse. The form f = kl1!2 Is appropriate when the density In 
phase apace remains constant as the current is varied. 
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Fig. 3.19. Characteristic plot of bum ipot aiie u a function of 
invent focal length. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
CONCLUSION 

This thesis has described the design and performance of the high Intensity 
electron Injector (C1D) for the SLAC Linear Collider (6LC). This Injector s u e 
ceasfulty capturea 6.5 x JO1 0 electrons Into a single S-band RP creat. The gun 
pulses twice, 59 na apart, producing two * amp, J m F WHM pulaee. These pulses 
are compressed by a factor of 100 through a series of bunching elements com
prised of two gap-and-drllt prebunchera at the ISth anbharmontc of S-band, a 
traveling wave buncher with phase velocity flw » .75, and a veloclty-of-light cap
ture region. By Judicious choice of RF phases, we can capture BOft of the charge 
into a ±1% energy spread at the entrance to the damping ring. This bunching 
and capture of 5.5 x 10 1 0 electron* Into the damping ring kuigltudlna) admittance 
Is accomplished without causing unacceptable transverse omittance growth. The 
invariant transverse emittance at the end of CID is 1.S X 10"* Iadlan-meter* In 
both the horitontal and vertical pianos, a factor of two below the design limit. 
The collider injector meets all of the apeclKcatlona outlined tn the Introduction. 

The computer code RINGMODGL was used to simulate the longitudinal 
beam dynamics in each of the four bunching elements. The simulation predicts 
the calculated bunch shape of Fig. 3.13 for the operating conditions specified 
in Table 3.5. While the calculated base width and total charge are in good 
agreement with experiment, the calculated FWHM and rise times are about hall 
the measured values. We suspect that the streak camera signal has tuflVred 
significant resolution degradation, masking a fast (—4-6 pa) rise time seen at an 
earlier time with another streak camera.1* 

The general approach to Injector design presented in this text, a thermionic 
gun followed by a series of bunching elements at Increasing aubharmonic frequen
cies of the accelerator RF, was completely adequate to meet the SLC aperiflca-

15S 

tlona and requited no development or unproven technologies. It was, therefore, a 
sound choice. Using one of two more bunching elements might lead to another fac
tor of ten in peak current, but currents beyond this will require new approaches, 
such as laser-induced photoemJeafon of high current, picosecond bunches directly 
from » solid state cathode or stacking bunches in a small storage ring, or other 
novel solutions. 
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APPENDIX A 
STREAK CAMERA OPTICS AND RESOLUTION 

The length of the CID e.-ctron bunch U measured by letting it paat thtough 
a quartz radiator just downstream of the compressor magnets (see Pig. 3.1), 3 B 

The beam gives off Cherenkov tight, which b transported through an optical 
system to a streak camera. The quarts radiator ta l.S meters downstream of the 
last quadrupole and it is thus impossible to form a small (~1 mm) spot at its 
location. Both the intensity and resolution of the signal at the streak camera 
ate affected by the relatively large apot size (—1 cm) at the quartz. The light 
transport optics system is described below and resolution limits are discussed. As 
shown in Fig. A.l the electron bunch passes through a 1 mm-thlck quartz radiator 
and gives off CherenVoy radiation. The intensity of the Cherenkov radiation is 
proportional to the current in the bunch. The direction of propagation of the 
Cherenkov light relative to the beam velocity vector Is given by the Cherenkov 
angle 

I, = ar«os-£- = « • (A.l) 
pn 

where 
0 = velocity of the electron bunch 
n = 1.41 = index of refraction of visible light in quartz. 

The optics of the light transport system is simplified if the quartz is oriented 
so that the direction of propagation of the Cherenkov light is normal to the 
quartz/vacuum interface. In this case the angle of incidence and the angle of 
refraction across the interface are both zero. Thus we chose to tilt the quartz 
through an angle 00— $c with respect to the beam line (see Fig. A.2). 

After leaving the quartz, the light passes through an optical system with a 
90° focusing lattice. This lattice consists of four 4 cm diameter lenses with two 
meter focal lengths, spaced approximately four meters apart. The 90° lattice is 
followed by a 22 cm drift space, a lens with a focal length of 4.6 cm and a 5.8 cm 
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drift designed to produce a demagnified (M = 0.3) image of the Cherenkov light 
at the slit of the streak camera. Resolution of the bunch length u measured by 
the streak camera ii limited by four effect*: 

1. Broadening due to the finite width of the quartz, 

2. Broadening due to the finite width of the camera slit, 

3. Broadening due to error In the location of the beam image at the camera 
slit, and 

4. Resolution limitations internal to the streak camera. 

Because of the large beam spot aiie at the quarts radiator and the finite 
thickness of the quirts slab, the Cherenkov light generated by electrons with the 
same longitudinal position in the bunch reaches the camera over a finite time 
ATi. We can quantify ATi by careful examination of Fig. A.3. Assume that 
the width of the bunch is substantially greater than the width of the quartz. 
In addition, assume that the streak camera is a perfect pinhole camera (the 
resolution degradation due to finite slit width Is discussed below). Two electrons 
at points (a) and (b) reach the same axial position in the beam pipe ( i = 0) at 
the same time (I = 0). We are interested In the time at which photons radiated 
by these two electrons teach point (d), aince only these electrons are detected 
by a pinhole camera at (e). The electron at point (a) at i = 0 arrives at (d) at 
I, = (n/eeosfc) where h la the thickness of the quarts. Meanwhile, the electron 
at point (b) at t = 0 travels to (c) in time I] - naln* t tanf c /c . At point (c) it 
radiates Cherenkov light which travels to (d) In time l 3 = (nft/e) = (h/c cos f c). 
Although the two electrons are at a = 0 at I = 0, the Cherenkov signals reach 
the camera slit ATi seconds apart where ATi is given by 

ATi = (I, + Is) - t, = - sin #« tan t, . (A.2) 

For n = 1 mm and lt = 4S°, AT, = 2A ps. 
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Fig. A.3. Image broadening due to finite width of quartz radia
tor. Photons radiated at point* c and J enter the pinhole camera 
at point e, h sin $c tan #,/< seconds apart. 
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The camera alit width cautei resolution degradation which is proportional 
to the slit width and inversely proportional to the magnification of the light 
transport optics. For this calculation, assume the quarts radiator to be infinitely 
thin. A* shown in Fig. A.4, electrons at (a) and (b) are at * = 0 at time r = C. 
The electron at (a) crosses the quartz radiator at t = 0 and emits Cherenltov 
light. The electron from (b) arrives at (e) at a time Af j later and crosses the 
quartz, radiating Cherenkov light. From Fig. A.4 we see 

At, = 5 ^ (A.3) 

where 
w« = camera slit width, and 
M = image magnification in the optics system. 

For w, = .01 cm and M = 0.3, Afj = 1.1 ps. 

The resolution of the system worsens if the final image of the Cherenkov 
light is slightly in front of or behind the camera slit. To calculate this effect, 
we assume that all images are small compared to the diameter of the transport 
system lenses. From Fig. A.S(a) we see that rays which diverge from the axis 
at angles greater than $ = Co do not remain in the light transport system, fo is 
given by 

« o = | KM) 

where 
i = diameter of lenses 1-4 in Fig. A.5(a) = 3.8 cm 
L = distance between lenses 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. A.5(a) = 4 meters 

From Fig. A.5(b) we see that rays which diverge from image 2 at an angle of Co 
diverge from image 3 at an angle »i given by 

C, = *S. = — (J4.5) 
1 M I M 
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Fig. A.4. Image broadening due to Unite width of camera (lit. 
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Fig. A.S. (a) Optica from aource to lecond image; (b) Optiu 
from aecond to third image; (c) Image broadening due to (hift of 
final image to At cm in front of (lit. 
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From Fif. A.S(c) we aee that if image 3 i i t distance A2 in front of (or behind) 
the camera ilif, the image formed inside the camera ia broadened by 2*iAZ. 
Thus the slit width of Eq. (A.3) U effectively increased by 

Aw. = 2»,AZ = ^ A 2 . (M.6) 

The additional resolution degradation due to Aw, is given by Eqs. (A 3) and 
(A.6) 

"'-•UP?** • i*n 

The error in the position of the final image, AZ, results from two sources, 
uncertainty in the position of ims fe 2 (Fie;. A.l) and uncertainty in the position 
of the final lens. The slit position (relative to image 2) and focal length of the 
final lens were chosen to achieve a magnification of 0.3 for the final image. While 
this magnification increases resolution degradation, it Is necessary to obtain a 
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio from the streak camera system. A magnification 
of 0.3 is achieved by choosing 

/ = focal length of final lens = 4.6 cm 

p = distance from image 2 to final lens = 10.9 cm 

4 = distance from final lens to image 3 = 6,0 cm 

The exact position of image 2 U difficult to measure, but w* are confident in 
its position within ±2 cm. If p is in error, the error in « is given by 

- =* 
A« / ' 

v l / / - l / p ^ A p - ~ ( p l / ) « 

For Ap = 2 cm, Ag = .09 cm, or I mm of error. 

Uncertainly in the position of the fnal lens with respect to the slit is no more 
than ±2 mm. Thus the error in position of the final image is given by 
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&Z < .1 cm + .2 cm = .3 cm 

This gives a resolution degradation of |Eq. (A.7)] 

Alj = 5.0 x .S = 1.6 P* 

In addition to the external optics system, the camera itself has optical and 
electronic resolution limitations. In a non-sweeping mode (focus) the camera 
illuminates a narrow portion of its reticon array with a roughly Gaussian signal. 
The signal is 10-12 channels FWHM, which corresponds to 1.7 - 3.2 ps on the 
(20 ps/mm) sweep speed and to 7.0 - B.4 pa on the (SO ps/mm) sweep speed. 

Combining these four resolution errors in the most straightforward way, we 
estimate the resolution degradation of the beam induced signal. Table A.l shows 
resolution degradation for 5 and IS pi signals at two different camera speeds. 

Table A.l. Strealt camera resolution. 
Camera 
Focut 

(channels) 

Sweep 
Speed 

(ps/channel) 

Beam 
Signal 
(f») 

Resolution Degraded Signal 

12 .27 

(20 ps/mm) 
S v/(5)» + (2.4)' + (1.1)' + (1.6)» + (3.2)* 

= 6.7 ps 
IS ^15' +19.8 

= 15.6 ps 
.70 

(SO ps/mm) 
s ^(5)* + (2.4)* + (1.1)' + (1.6)' + (8.4)* 

= 10.3 ps 
IS v'15' + 80.1 

= 17.5 p» 
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